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Batavia's Sears Houses - And We Really Have Them!
In the last issue, we included, with
permission, "The Sears Homes," an
article that had appeared in Historic
Illinois, a publication of Illinois Historic
Preservation Agency. We asked readers to tell us about any Batavia houses
that they knew or believed had been
-~urchased
from Sears catalogs durdng the years these houses were offered, 1908 to 1940. A number of readers responded, and we are including
pictures taken by Bill Wood and Bill
Hall and, where available, information
about some of these houses.
Whenever possible, we have identified the house model by name from
the book Houses by Mail: A Guide to
Houses from Sears, Roebuck and
Company, published by the National
Trust for Historic Preservation. The
model identification is not always easy,
or sometimes even possible, since
buyers frequently requested additions
or other modifications when placing
orders. Also, owners have often made
later modifications, the most common
of which is to close in a porch to make
an additional room. Another factor that
makes precise identification difficult is
that Sears sometimes gave different
names to the same basic model in different catalogs.
When we have been able to identify a model, we show the name, the
catalog price range, and the years that
~Lhe
model was offered. The low prices
will probably shock younger readers
who have come to assume that the
cost of even the most modest house
is at least six figures, but they must

233 S. Batavia,

1918-21, "Magnolia,"

realize that these prices were preWorld War II and often in the Great
Depression
era. Also, the figures
quoted were for materials as shipped
and did not include the cost of the lot,
foundation,
possibly a basement,
erection, and sometimes the plumbing or wiring that would be bought
separately. In Houses By Mail, one
owner who built a Sears home in 1933
wrote: "You may be interested to know
what the house cost us -- the materials were $2,300, the contractor was
$1,500, and two extra contractors for
a breakfast nook and back porch
came to $900."
With that brief background about
Sears houses in general, let's start
looking at our Batavia Sears homes.
The first will be the house at 233 South
Batavia Avenue, immediately south of

$5,140 to $5,972

the Moss Funeral Home -- the grandest house that Sears sold. Thomas A.
Mair wrote about this house in his
1990 book, Batavia Revisited, available for purchase at the Depot Museum. Here's what he said:
"Sometime
between 1920 and
1924, [Ira E.] Seymour became president of the Household Journal and
moved into the big house at 99 (now
233) South Batavia Avenue. On the
roof of this house rests a figure of a
cat and such a figure was a familiar
sight from 1926 until the early 1960s
when a storm blew it off. ...
"That big house, with the cat on the
roof, for many years has been the
object of a story that I believe to be
apocryphal and unverified. That story
says that the house was advertised
Continued

on p. 2
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as a prize, or premium,
429 Elizabeth,
for a contest conducted
Model not identified
by the Household Journal, without any intent
that it actually be given
as such prize. I have
never seen or heard
any authentic evidence
that such was the case,
and from what I know of
my own knowledge of
[Rodney]
Brandon,
Seymour and [Ernest]
Oswalt,it isjust not possible.
"While we are on that
subject, it probably is
not generally known,
but that big, attractive
residence was a Sears
catalog house in the
1920s. In those days
416 Delia, 1925-38, "Gladstone," $1,409 to $2,153
Sears sold by catalog ...
models of pre-cut houses, and the cat
a price ranging from $1,409 to $2,153.
hole looking at an enormous boulder.
house was the top of the line when
This is substantially less than the
His heart sank. 'How are you going to
Seymour bought it. It was known as
$11,000 amount that Muriel Benson
get that stone out and how much exthe "Magnolia," of all things, and cost ......•said that it.cost..Q!JOctober 29, 1929,
tra is it going to cost?'The men looked
$5,140."
at the start of the DepressioI'1:The'dif---up-aLhim~alJd_s!11i!ed as they said,
Houses by Mail shows a model
ference can be attributable, at least in
'Albert, we're not going to take it out
named "Magnolia," priced $5,140 to
part, to such amenities as a three-car
and it won't cost you anything extr\tf
-$5,972;-tliat was offerecfin"the1918--garage-;--outd<:fcfr-meplace,
ana--We'li
just dig"a big hole arid roll it in~~
and 1921 catalogs. The model picscreened-in house for entertaining -sometimes think of the boulder down
tured is similar to the house at 233
to say nothing of what is described as
deep under the house and how it saw
South BataviaHouse, although somea "huge lot" and the costs of excavasunlight for such a short time.
what more elaborate with a columned
tion and construction.
"In about 1943 my father removed
portico in front -- maybe that would
Another "Gladstone" model is 10thefront porch and added a livingroom
have been included at the higher end
cated nearby at 505 Church Street.
down and two bedrooms up. It doesn't
of the price range!
The common "bloodlines" are easy to
look much like the original now:'
Muriel Benson has given the Depot
see.
She continued her reminiscence,
Museum a picture of the house at 416
Corliss Weaver has told us about
"When my father was here for a visit
Delia Street. Originally a three-bedtwo Sears homes on Elizabeth Street
about ten years ago, he pointed out
room house, it now has four bed-- 429 built by her father, Ture
another Sears house -- I couldn't find
rooms, and a family room has been
Andrews, a Batavia alderman, and
the number on that one, but it is beadded. We have identified it from
439 built by her uncle, Willard
tween 515 and 525 South Harrison. It
Houses by Mail as the "Gladstone," a
Schimelpfenig. We have been unable
was really the Sears house that he
model offered from 1925 to 1938 for
to identify the model at 429, but the
wanted to build, but it cost about $200
one at 439 appearsto be the "Berwyn:'
more and that was out of the quesThis model was available in 1932 and
tion to even think about."
The Batavia Historian, recipient of the Il1933 for $1,252.
Because the house at 1033 Walnut
linois State Historical Society's 1997
Beverly
Waterfield
related
an
interbears
little resemblance to the origiAward for Superior Achievement, is pubesting story about the Sears house at
nal and we are unable to identify the
lished quarterly by the Batavia Historical
Society. The editor, Bill Hall, will welcome
1033 Walnut Street that her father,
model, we are not including a picture
any suggestions or material -- 630-879Albert Ecklund, built in 1929-1930."At
here. We are, however, showing the
2033.
that time," she wrote, "money was
house between 515 and 525 South
scarce. My father did all the construcHarrison that Albert Ecklund wanted
The Depot Museum, a cooperative effort
tion himself except for the excavation
to build. This house has style characof the Society and the Batavia Park Disfor the basement.
teristics that are found in a number of
trict, is open from 2 to 4 p.m., Monday,
Wednesday, Friday, Saturday, and Sun"One story that he related to me
Sears houses.
day from March through November. The
years later was how he stopped by on
Finally, we are including a pictur\6..,J
director, Carla Hill, can be reached at
630-406-5274.
his lunch hour to check on the digging
of three houses built side by side at
progress and found the men in the
Continued on p. 3
Page 2 .
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226, 230 and 234 S. Prairie

Between 525 and 535 S. Harrison
Similar to "Berwyn"
226, 230 and 234 South Prairie. Although we have not been able to identify the model of the house at 226, we
have been told that the three are all
Sears houses. The one at 230 is probably the "Ramsay," available from 1925
to 1928, at a price of $654 to $685.
The "Somers" model is on the corner
at 234 South Prairie; this model was
available from 1926 to 1929 at a cost
of #1 ,696 to $1,778.
Pictures of some of the other
houses that we know or believe are
_
~_earsmodels appear to the right and
~)n
pages 5 and 6. There are undoubtedly still others, maybe many, in
Batavia, and we would appreciate

318 S. Van Buren
1921-33, "Crescent"
$1,351 to $2,410

help in identifying them. There needs
to be persuasive evidence, however,
before we can include a house in our
files of Sears homes. Sears sold highquality homes but did not try to be innovative; they based their models on
styles that were popular at the time.
Also, other builders sometimes imitated styles made popular by the
Sears homes.
If there appears to be sufficient in-

Ba~a'VianMeets Lincoln
'.;)

Marilyn Robinson wrote us: Here's a little piece I found buried in a file I was cleaning. I think it's interesting. There's no date on it. It is from a newspaper. Somehow little
pieces like this make the history we studied in school so much more real. Because I
used to pass Lincoln's home in Springfield when I lived just a few blocks from it, I can
picture Mr. Lincoln answering the door. It had not yet been made into a national park
service stop when I lived there.
During the summer of 1860, I went with my father and brother (sic), Mr. and
Mrs. A. E. Bishop of Chicago to Springfield, III.
The only conveyance our friends could get to take us around the city was a
lumber wagon. In this we drove to Mr. Lincoln's home. He came to the door and
greeted us. A gentleman of the party said to him, "We are a delegation from
Chicago." To this he replied, "Well, I hope you did not have to come all the way in
a lumber wagon."
Later I saw him on horseback wearing a linen duster with the tails flying out
behind.
The next time, he was in his casket lying in state in the court house in Chicago.
I went down in the afternoon and again at midnight to hear the chimes which
were played in the Presbyterian church on the opposite corner.
Mrs. J. P. Prindle
~
- Ed. note: Mrs. Prindle was a sister of Mrs. E. H. Gammon, who was featured in the
July 2002 issue.
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terest, we may later prepare a booklet that would serve as a guide such
as Downers Grove has for people who
wish to make a driving tour of Batavia's
Sears houses. To make this as compete as possible, we would appreciate learning more about the houses
we have identified, including the original owner, the date built and the
model, if known.

- HELP WANTED NO EXPERIENCE
REQUIRED
The Depot Museum, particularly
the Gustafson Research Center, is
badly in need of volunteers during
the hours that it is open -- and the
Gustafson Center remains open
during the winter. Carla Hill and
Chris Winter have emphasized that
volunteers need have no prior experience.
Those of you who have volunteered have found that it is a lot of
fun. You meet some very interesting visitors. As volunteers gain experience, they find that conducting
research to help these visitors and
callers can be fascinating. Even
those of you who are long-time
Batavians will learn a great deal
about your city.
Please don't let this opportunity
slip by.We need you. Just call Carla
or Chris at 406-9274.
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This story comes from an interview of Gladys Noren conducted by
Elliott Lundberg and Bill Hall on July

24, 2002.
"I was born September 26, 1908,
in Chicago,
Illinois.
Theodore
Roosevelt was President of the United
States at that time. My father's name
was Hans Eigner Hansen, and my
mother's name was Mary Catherine
Sedmiradski. I had one brother, who
was four when I was born. He died in
1998 at the age of 94. My mother was
95 when she passed away, and my
father was
60."
That is
the way in
w hie
h
Gladys
Noren began
recounting
her
life.
"My father
was born
iIJ C()j?enhagen,
Denmark,"
she conGladys Noren
tinued.
"His father was a forester for the King
of Denmark and a great hunter. When
my father was dying, he told my
mother that he was supposedly born
out of wedlock and was adopted by
his biological mother's sister and
brought up in Copenhagen.
"After his mother's death in 1901 or
1902 when he was about 20, my father came to this country, settling first
in Chicago. That is where he met my
mother, who was born in Wisconsin
of Polish or Hungarian ancestry. Later
they moved to Batavia because there
was more hunting out here than in
Chicago.
"My father had learned to be a mechanic in Denmark, and he had a garage on LaSalle Street in Aurora. No
one could ever fix a car to please him
-- they never did it right. But he had to
quit that business when a viaduct was
built where the garage was in the early
'20s.
"Because he couldn't get any work
then as a mechanic, he started sell-
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ing automobiles. Later he sold farm
machinery for the Minneapolis Moline
Implement Company. He was a block
man at that time, traveling in southern Illinois towns. He also had to attend all of the fairs in the summer time
-- how he hated that! I sometimes rode
with him when he went on trips. He'd
stop at a little town for lunch in a small
restaurant, and I thought it was great."
We asked Gladys where she grew
up and went to school. "We lived in
Eola for a time," she recalled, "and I
believe my father had a horse and
wagon at that time. I went to the little
Eola country school Then we lived on
Route 25 north of Batavia on the
Vermilyer place. I went to the Louise
White School in Batavia and to
Batavia High School for my freshman
year. Then they decided that we
weren't in School District 101, so I
went to the Geneva High School. My
dad took me up to the school in
Geneva, and I was scared to death -I didn't know~how-iLwas_gQiQg~
That's when I met Edythe Anderson.
"I started going to the Baptist
Church when I was nine years old.
Mrs. 'Vermilyer tOok meta Sunday
School, and there I still am. Erma
Jeffery was a good Baptist, quite involved, and worked a lot with the children. She always got in with the minister somehow, although she didn't
always get along with Reverend
Johnstone, the preacher for a long
time.
"The year I graduated from Geneva
High School -- 1927 -- was the year
that Lindy crossed the ocean. You
should have heard the preacher who
gave the address on baccalaureate

J

_

night. He really bragged up thr
Swedes. It was amazing because
lot of the people in that class were not
Swedish and they felt hurt.
"After I graduated from high school,"
Gladys continued, "I went to work for
the Household Journal, just like everybody just out of high school. Then
I got a job at the Howell Company in
St. Charles, and from there I went to
work in Chicago. I rode the Toonerville
Trolley, which left from Batavia. In Eola
we transferred to a car going to Chicago. I'd look at the house we used to
live in, right across the way. AI
Shandor bought that place. He used
to collect garbage in Batavia and fed
it to his pigs.
"When I started working in Chicago
before the Depression, I was making
$25 a week. It cost $12 a month to
take the train into Chicago in the early
'30s -- at one time it had been $8. Later
it went up to $16. We used to wear
nylon stockings; they cost a dollar a
pair, which was a lot of money. I belonged·to·a'bridge-club then, and the
girls would all entertain and try to
Q...utdoone §.nother. I bought a lot c'
glassware at Marshall Field's -- it coulu."J;
be valuable now. Later, when I worked
for the Batavia National Bank, Mrs.
Windsor, wife of the president, had a
luncheon for us, and she had the
same kind of goblets that I had.
"I worked in Chicago at a bond
house. The man I worked for was the
Secretary of the Sons of the American Revolution. I did more work for the
Sons of the American Revolution than
I did for the company. I had worked
there about two years when the 1929
Continued on p. 7

Batavia, Illinois - Past and Present - 2000
Some of us have been fortunate enough to own copies Batavia, Illinois Past and Present, written by Eunice K. Shumway and John A. Gustafson
and published by the society in 1965. It has long been out of print, however,
and accordingly unavailable to most of our members.
Marilyn Robinson undertook to update the book to the year 2000, and it
came off the press in time for sale to those in attendance at the annual
meeting on December 1, 2002. Illustrated with pictures from the files at the
Gustafson Research Center and ones taken by Marilyn in 2000, this is a
book that anyone interested in Batavia history will want to have.
Copies are available for $10. Although the Depot Museum is closed for
the winter, anyone wanting to make a purchase can call Carla Hill or Chris
Winter at the museum office - (630) 406 5274.
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521 Illinois
1926-29, "Barrington"
$2,329 to $2,606

18 N. Jefferson
1926-29, "Barrington"
$2,329 to $2,606

718 Morton
1925-33, "Fairy"
$965 to $993

221 Whipple
1926-33, "Conway"
$1,310 to $2,099

326 N. Prairie
Model not identified

515 Elizabeth
Model not identified

720 Mt. Vernon
1921-29, "Hathaway"
$1,196 to $1,970

505 Church
1925-38, "Gladstone"
$1,409 to $2,153
The" Batavia H.istorian
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212 N. Prairie
Model not identified

(
......1

318 S. Van Buren
Model not identified

724 Walnut
1916-39, Similar to
"Winona"
$744 to $1,998

213 N. Harrison
1937, Similar
to "Dayton," $1,247
514 N.Washington
Model not identified

226 S. Prairie
Model not identified

230 S. Prairie
1925-28, "Ramsay," $654 to $685

234 S. Prairie
1926-29, "Somers"
$1,696 to $1,778

422 Morton
Model not identified

About 830 Morton
Model not identified
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My experiences with the FLW house or family owners:

N o:ren
l\
;narket
happened.
girl floor
who
~as
the crash
bookkeeper
wentThe
to the
every morning and came back saying,
'They're jumping out of the windows,'
and I guess they were. The man I
worked for and his brother had to close
the office. I couldn't stand that man.
He'd party at night and invited most
of the girls in the office to party with
him. I was glad to get out of there."
"Then I went to work for a ladies accessories company" Gladys continued. "The owner, Mr. Levy, was Jewish, and I enjoyed working for him, although he was very changeable.
About twelve salesmen worked out of
that office. When you typed a letter
then, you had twelve carbon copies -an error meant that there were twelve
mistakes to be corrected. Often when
the letter was done, he changed his
mind, and I would have to do it again
with twelve carbon copies. But I liked
him.

Nine Decades in Ralavia
"Then, however, it got so I had to
work nights. It was right around the
corner from Wells Street, and I had to
walk that street at night. My dad told
me I wasn't going to do that as it was
too dangerous a street to walk on at
night. So I had to tell Mr. Levy that I
wasn't going to work there any more.
After I was home for about a year, he
called and asked me to come back to
work for him. I told him that I had a
job; although I liked him, I didn't like
the hours.
"It was about 1935 or 1936," Gladys
continued, "and Phyllis Davey had left
the Batavia National Bank, so I applied for a job there. I was not married
yet -- I'm just a late bloomer, I guess.
My dad died in 1941, leaving my
mother a widow. I married Emil Noren
that same year.
"Emil was about 20 years old when
he came to America from Sweden. He
had worked with his father, who was

Our Membership - How It Grows!
And Other Membership Matters
~

Our treasurer reports that we now
have 539 members -- a far cry from a
few years back when there was a
struggle to maintain a large enough
mailing to qualify for the nonprofit rate!
Since the last issue, the following
persons have become life members
of the society (all from Batavia unless
otherwise noted):
Coleen Feece,
Jerry and Joan Rumps, and Cora
West (gift from John and Judy
Gosselin). Other new members include Pearl Barber (gift from daughter Mary Williams), Jeff and Tammi
Benson (Bartlett, IL - gift from Dick and
Lois Benson),
Greg and Karen
Benson (Wayne, IL - gift from Dick and
Lois
Benson),
Shirley
Bertoti
(Carmichael, CA - gift from brother
Chuck Beckman), Brian and Kathy
Byrne, Fr. Dan Deutsch (gift from Walt
and Georgene Kauth), Mr. and Mrs.
Timothy Dwyer (gift from Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Wheatley), Diane Ekstam (Ft.
Collins, CO), John Elwood, Robert
and Ruthanne Flory, Merle Gleeson
and Frank Bodart (Wilmette, IL - gift
~rom Bridgette Gleeson and Michael
~oldman),
Gary E. Garrison (Clinton,
IA), Fr. Brian Grady (gift from Walt and
Georgene Kauth), Mr. and Mrs. Eu-
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gene Graham (Aurora), Betty G.
Hansford, Sara Harms (gift from
mother, Betty Stephano), Matt and
Cora Heidgen (gift from Charles and
Mary Ellen Heidgen), Mrs. Beatrice
Hodson (Sun City, AZ - gift from
Marilyn Robinson),
Kathleen and
Brian McGrath, Richard Riseling
(Callicoon Center, NY), Dorothy C.
Staples, Darlene Troutt (Gladstone, MI
- gift from Margaret Urich), and Gerald
and Joyce Shields, We welcome these
new members and look forward to
their participation in the activities of
the Society.
We regret to report the death of life
member Mrs. Robert T. Glidden and
extend our sympathy to her family and
friends.
We received gifts from the Rick and
Sandy Eckblade family and Carole
Clark and family in memory of Grace
and Bun Eckblade, from Kathryn F.
Klose in honor of Barbara and Bill Hall,
from Walt and Georgene Kauth in
honor of Lyle and Terry Bergmann's
50th wedding anniversayar, from Richard Riseling, and from David and
Sharon Young in memory of Dorsie
Young. We wish to thank these donors
for their support.

www.bataviahistoricalsociety.org

Continuedfromp.4

an electrician and built the towers to
carry electricity in Sweden. After his
mother's death, he came first to New
York and then moved out here after
meeting an electrician from Geneva.
He worked for Nord Averill's electric
shop for a long time.
"1 think we dated for about five years
before getting married. I wasn't anxious to get married, and I don't think
he was either. I guess he felt he
wouldn't be a good husband.
Asked how she balanced raising a
family and working at the bank,
Gladys said, "Carol was born in 1943,
and Sylvia was born on Christmas
Day in 1945. I'll never forget. O.T.
Benson drove us to Community Hospital in Geneva. Dr. Shirer was the
doctor. I had a little time off when each
of the children was born. My mother
lived with us so she was my built-in
baby sitter.
"During the Depression," Gladys recounted, "the bank examiners told Mr.
Windsor that he should let W. B. Beem
and Julian Augustine go. They had
sold a number of bonds for projects
being developed to customers who
thought the bank backed them. When
the Depression came, the projects
failed, and bondholders
lost their
value. When Mr. Windsor asked who
would run the bank, the examiners
told him that Walter Johnson could do
it. He was very young at that time, and
often stated that it was a load to bear.
"When I started at the bank, Paul
Kuhn was upstairs in Emil Benson's
office. He was running for Governor
of Illinois at that time. Ruth Freedlund,
Erma Jeffery, Mary Anderson, Manley
Peterson and Walter Johnson worked
there. Julian Augustine used to come
in -- I can remember that. He wasn't
working there then, but he had to
come in and look around. W. B. Beem
worked there for a little while after I
started. When W. L. Anderson died,
Mary quit the bank and took over the
store on the northeast corner of
Batavia and Wilson avenues. Once in
a while we used to walk up to Geneva
with the girls from the First National
Bank and have lunch there.
"Arnold Johnson started at the
bank, probably after Manley Peterson
left. Arnold worked there until he went
Continued on p. 8
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TOUR

OF WRIGHT

HOUSE

HIGHLIGHTS

Mrs. A.W. Gridley House by Frank Lloyd Wright 1906

Jerry and Joan Rumps graciously
opened their beautifully restored and
maintained Frank Lloyd Wright house
to members to begin the society's
annual meeting on December 1, 2002.
The Rumps have owned the property,
known as the Mrs. A. W. Gridley
House, since 1992.
Mrs. Gridley commissioned Wright
to build the house in 1906. In 1912,
Frank Snow, president of the Challenge Company, bought the house for
his wife. Although acreage at the rear
was sold off to developers over the
years, the Snow family continued to

live in the house until 1981, when it
was sold to a Texas investor, Sara
Grace. When the Rumps bought the
house from her, they became the
fourth owners in the long life of the
house.
Following the tour of the house,
members
convened
at Bethany
Lutheran Church for the traditional
potluck dinner -- delicious, as usual.
In the brief business meeting following the dinner, the members elected
Dick Benson to a two-year term as
president and Patti Rosenberg to fill
out the remaining year of Dick's term

ANNUAL

MEETING

as vice president. Other officers and
directors elected to two-year terms
include Christine Winter, recordinr
secretary; Alma Karas, treasurer; ana.J'
Bob Peterson and Marilyn Robinson,
directors. Officers and directors who
will continue in office are Georgene
Kauth, corresponding secretary; Bill
Wood, historian; and Bob Brown,
Carole Dunn and Bill Hall, directors.
The officers and directors then
joined at the podium to honor Bert
Johnson and his wife, Ruth, for the
society's many accomplishments during his six years in office. It has been
a truly outstanding
period in the
society's life.
Joan Rumps then related Jerry's
and her experiences in owning and
restoring their home. She is very interested in putting together all the information that she can on the house
and its previous owners. She passed
out a sheet asking members to tell
anything that they knew about the
house. She says that the response
was good, but Dick Benson suggested that we include the sheet as
an insert in this issue for readers who
were not present at the meeting.
Please complete the sheet if you hav(
any information and send it to Joar~
Rumps, 633 North Batavia Avenue,
Batavia, Illinois 60510.

- Nine Dec(IlJes in R(Il!(Ilvi(llContinued
into the service during World War II;
then he came back for a while after
the war. Eleanor Meyer Issei and Doris
Hicks Perna started working at the
bank after the war.
"When I started, we got paid twice
a month, and I think I was making $7
a week. Mary Anderson and Lucille
Wenberg, who worked at the First
National Bank, used to compare salaries, and the First always paid a little
more.
"When Carol was born," Gladys recalled, "I was home for just a few
weeks before I went back to work. Emil
was working, but he didn't make much
money, and inflation was becoming
more and more apparent. After Sylvia
was born, Walter Johnson came right
to the house and asked me if I could
come back to the bank for a few
weeks. I did, and that turned out to be
several years."
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When asked about some of the
bank customers she remembered,
Gladys said, "I remember a farmer
from out west of town whose boots
really smelled when he came into the
bank on a damp day. They were those
old felt things with a rubber shoe on
them over his stocking feet. I think it
was his wife who used to come with a
can of money to be counted. It was
full of silver coins and had a kind of
moldy smell. I think they had it buried
in the ground somewhere. Some of
the customers came in at tax time with
stacks of money that really smelled.
They had it buried -- they didn't trust
banks then.
"Hartsburg and Hawksley were customers of the bank. They ran the 'Best
Mill by a Dam Site,' located at the
North Aurora dam. They did real good
millwork and did a lot of work when
the bank was remodeled. Frances

www.bataviahistoricalsociety~org

from p. 7

Hartsburg was from the Hartsburgs
who owned the company. When the
bank went on computers, she received her bank statement addressed
to Mrs. Hartsburg. She came in the
bank and went in the backroom to talk
to Marilyn Anderson, who listened to
her tale and cajoled
her. When
Frances Hartsburg left, she said,
'Thank you, Mrs. Anderson,' to which
Marilyn replied, 'That's Miss Anderson.'''
Gladys remembered the Feldotts
who used to come in the bank. There
were Chris and Ed Feldott and their
three sisters. They had a patent from
the U. S. Government for the land
where their ancestors had been the
first settlers. It was one of the farms
acquired by Fermilab."
Responding to a question about he.~
home on South Batavia Avenue,
Continued on p. 9
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operated a bar on South Batavia Avenue.
Tangible assets totaled only $1,647.50,
but attached were a number of pages of
accounts receivable from customers.
These accounts were classified in three
columns: Good, Doubtful, and Desperate -- what a wonderful title for the third
column!
We hesitated to include any names in
this brief story because they are sure to
include those of ancestors or other relatives of present Batavians (indeed, the
list also includes such well known names
as, for example, one of the McKees), but
we couldn't resist. After all, it is a fascinating picture of life at the turn of the last
century. Besides, the passage of a century surely takes away the sting one
might otherwise feel to learn that his or
her ancestor's debt of, say, 80 cents for
drink was classified as "Desperate." So,
we are showing you one page, pulled out
at random, from the list.
Incidentally, it is interesting to see that
~nost
of the money is in "Doubtful" and
'_}Desperate"
columns.

Continued from p. 8

Gladys recall led, "In 1944, Emil and I and
my mother bought the house here in
Batavia. You had to have 25 percent
down, and we didn't have any money. I
think we borrowed $1,000 or $2,000
from my mother for the down payment.
The house cost $7,200. We got a mortgage from the Batavia National Bank -if I was one day late with the payment,
Walter Johnson let me know about it.
"The property fronts on South Batavia
Avenue and runs all the way down to the
bike path along the river. When a sale of
the neighboring bed and breakfast was
proposed, a man from Naperville wanted
to buy my property
for part of a
condomium project. He was going to
give me $250,000 -- you should see the
book he sent me. Carol asked me if I
was going to sell it, and I said sure. But
the deal fell through."
='"Ec So Gladys still lives in the house that
\"':;::has been her home for over sixty years.
We trust that she will be there for a number of years to come.

'The Batavia'Historian,
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Ruth Burnham - Veteran,

Wife, Mother and Volunteer

Most Batavians know Ruth Burnham as an active volunteer (she was Batavia's
Citizen of the Year in 1992) and the wife of the late Joseph Burnham, chairman and
CEO of Marshall Field's. There are many aspects of her life, however, which most
people know nothing about. The following story is the result of two interviews (see
accompanying story "The Interview" on page 7) and Ruth's memoir, A View from the
Shore, covering her life as a WAVE during World War II.

"'-- .1 March of 1921 I was born into

the family of Ethel and Percy Drover
in Barrington, Illinois;' Ruth Burnham
began. "As I was the fourth child of
that family -- and the first daughter -you can imagine that there were great
celebrations.
"My father was born in England, livIng his early years in Clovelly -- a picturesque town on the Cornish coast.
After serving briefly in the British Marines, he emigrated to Saskatchewan,
Canada, where he established
a
homestead.
"My mother was a young schoolteacher in Chicago and traveled to
Saskatchewan one summer to visit a
friend who was debating establishing
a homestead there. She met my father on the prairie, and after several
summer visits, they decided to marry.
"When my father came down to the
Chicago area, he fell in love with Chicago as he missed London. They
settled temporarily on a farm near
Barrington where he "worked the soil"
~ - he did in Canada. Soon he was
, I1g farm implements and then au\' __dobiles. That's how it progressed:
many automobile dealers in the early
days had been farm implement dealers.

"For the first five years of my life,
we lived in an apartment above the
dealership. Then we needed bigger
quarters, and the family decided to
build a Sears home at the edge of
Barrington -- a house through the mail,
so to speak. I was seven years old
when we moved into that house.

"Soon after we moved into this new
house," Ruth continued, "the Depression hit. Also, one more member of
my family arrived, brother Alan, who
is my last brother alive now and lives
right here in Batavia -- something very
special for me. Even though the Depression had hit -- today our children
would think that we were deprived -we were all in the same boat and
never felt any deprivation. They were
very happy times for me:'
After a brief pause, Ruth went on,
"One thing the family was sure of was
that I was going to be able to go on to
college when I graduated from high
school. It would be the University of
Illinois, something that we would be
able to afford. And if I was able to work
for room and board, then the family
could supply my apparel, other expenses, and also my tuition, which in
1938 was $90 per year, $45 per semester. I can remember writing that
out in my little book.
"Many friends urged me to major in
home economics as that was something that could always be put to good
use. It didn't sound very exciting to me
because I had done a lot of that sort
of thing in my family, helping my
mother and cooking for my brothers. I
was much more interested in interior
design or architecture; however, at
that time there was really no field, no
interest or anything, in the interior
design element, and architecture was
probably a little beyond my field. So I
majored in home economics in the
College of Agriculture.
Continued on p. 2

Ruth Burnham - Veteran,

Wife, Mother and Volunteer

'When I went down to the university,
I found a lovely family to live with. They
eren't blood relatives, but they had a
"-Connection with ourfamily. Even though
I was supposed to be working for room
and board, I did not do a great deal of
work for them -- although I worried all
the time because I knew I was supposed
to be earning my room and board. But I
guess I was a good companion, and it
worked out very well. I had four wonderful years getting prepared for my
bachelor of science degree:'
At this point we will let Ruth tell her
story directly by quoting from her April,
2002, memoir, A View from the Shore,
in which she relates her wartime experiences.

~3

As the "greatest generation" -- so
named by Tom Brokaw in his book by
that name -- departs our landscape
through sheer old age, post Pearl
Harbor WWII experiences
fade in
memory and are shadowed by the
September 11, 2001, attack. It is time
to write my story.
I, Ruth Drover Burnham, was one
of the 400,000 women who served in
the armed forces in WW II. My story
unique only because I was one of
the first WAVES to enlist and struggled
along with Navy personnel in the
shaking-down of such a different crew
-- FEMALES!
.
In July of 1942 the Navy Department announced the establishment of
a new division in their ranks -- the
WAVES -- Women Accepted for Volunteer Emergency Service -- and I
needed a job! I would graduate in
August from the University of Illinois
and my major in Home Economics
wasn't pointing me toward satisfying
employment. I was grateful for my education and had a $350 debt to repay.
The Batavia Historian, recipient of the illinois State Historical
Society's 1997
Award for Superior Achievement, is published quarterly by the Batavia Historical
Society. The editor, Bill Hall, will welcome
any suggestions or material -- 630-8792033.

from p.1

The Navy invited the famous American designer dS
Mainbocher -- to create a~
appropriate uniform. His classic and attractive design is still
in use today. Women officers
were recruited from civilian life
and sent to Washington, D.C.
to help develop the WAVES
program. Regular male officers trembled at the thought of
training and disciplining females. What was the world
coming to?
And I was waiting
.
Finally on December 1, the
long anticipated order arrived
-- "report for basic indoctrination Northampton, MA on December 22; train ticket enclosed:'
My first-ever overnight train
ride (lower berth) delivered
me to Northampton
where
550 assorted females were
gathering as "90 day wonders." Explanation -- 30 days
as seamen in basic indoctrination and 60 days as Mid... The Depression years had been sobering and I was ready for work, adventure and a dash of patriotism.
A train ride to Chicago found me in
the U.S. Navy Recruiting Office. It was
abuzz with forms and exams. After
hours of processing, I was accepted
and sworn in as a candidate for officer training, to await orders "at any
time:' Hustling back to Urbana I completed my finals, waved goodbye to
campus and packed for home -- to
wait! A temporary job (filling sugars
and salts in the Jewel Tea Company
corporate
dining room) kept me
grounded as anticipation of my new
life grew.
Meanwhile, the War Department
was very busy. Recognizing an acute
manpower shortage, the president
announced that 160,000 women were
required immediately in all services
(Army, Navy, Marines and Coast
Guard) to replace the fellows needed
in the war theater. By that time we
were readying troops for all over the
world and needed gals to "free the
guys to fight." Colorful recruiting posters popped up in public buildings and
the media nudged the public to accept the startling concept of women
in the military.

-~~
The Depot Museum, a cooperative effort
of the Society and the Batavia Park District, is open from 2 to 4 p.m., Monday,
Wednesday, Friday, Saturday, and Sunday from March through November. The
director, Carla Hill, can be reached at
630-406-5274.

Continued

~

.
shipmen
with advance t '
courses. If we passed, our commi~·.
sion as Ensign was awarded -- which
was the "wonder" part.
We were stacked into station wagons with 350 delivered to Mt. Holyoke
College a few miles away and the remaining 200 to Smith College campus.
En route to Mr. Holyoke our luggage
was misdirected and we arrived, were
assigned
our bunks in the SS
Rockefeller (largest resident hall) and
slept in slips and no toothbrush until
the next day. Reveille came early.
Divided into 7 platoons of 50 we attempted our first "Hup, 2, 3, 4's."
(Marching band experience helped.)
Our feet became primary transportation. We marched to town, to chapel,
to class in lively cadence -- often singing to bolster spirits. As our uniforms
were a few weeks from delivery arid
pants had yet to be introduced into
everyday wardrobes, lisle hose and
rubber boots provided warmth -- and
we marched faster. Snow settled in for
the season and this little New England
town glowed like a Currier and Ives.
But wait, we had Christmas to c~,C:
ebrate! On the 25th Christmas caroL
replaced reveille. A tree and red roses
Continued

on p. 4

The Jeske Murders
Helen Bartelt Anderson

It happened a long time ago -- seventy-seven years, to be exact. Headlines in the Aurora Beacon News read:

POLICE OF COUNTY HUNT
SLAYER OF JESKE FAMILY
PICK UP TRAIL OF MURDERER
SUSPECT TOOK 3RD RAIL AT WEST CHICAGO
Saturday Night - Oecember 12, 1925

Henry Jeske was a popular young
assistant cashier at the Batavia National Bank. He said goodnight to his
senior associate, Mr. W. B. Beam.
Banking hours on Saturdays were
9:00 A.M. to 9:00 P.M., as were places

of business. Customers and others lingered in the bank lobby. Many came
in after shopping to escape the cold,
damp December air.
Henry's wife, Eva, sat on a bench
in the bank, waiting for her husband
as six-year-old Ralph fidgeted beside

It was less than a mile from Henry and
Eva's farm. He illegally operated his
still because of the prohibition amendment to the constitution. The 18th
amendment ordered all saloons and
liquor establishments to lock their
doors. Newby's roadhouse was hidden from view by a grove of trees.
Neighbors knew where it was, especially Henry and Eva Jeske. They
knew a man had been killed in a night-

pign roadhouse. As they reached their
home, Eva was petrified. She hurriedly
walked the distance from their car to
the back door of their home. She

her. Finally, Eva and sleepy Ralph
climbed into their Model T Ford. Henry

'

.....J

''Vas able to start the engine after the
,rst two or three cranks. Eva regulated
the throttle and spark just right. Little
Ralph was soon sound asleep on the
back seat of the Ford .
I can imagine riding home to their
farm was enjoyable that nfght. Talk
probably would have been about
friends and neighbors that they had
met that day. They may have talked
about Cousin Eva's and Aunt Em's
having planned a Christmas Day djn~
nero
Eva's parents were John (Jack) and
Emma Bartelt Schimelpfenig. Emma
was Papa's oldest sister; Eva was a
cousin to my brother, Roger, and myself. She had a Sister, Amy, and two
brothers, Walter and Ira. We were all
good friends and spent many Sunday
afternoons together. Their farm was
located at the corner of Wilson Street
and Kirk Road, where the Batavia
Apartments are now. Kirk Road was
gravel and only went north.
Henry and Eva also owned a farm
on County Farm Road (Averill Road),
which is now Fabyan Parkway. The
-Kane-Dupage line ran through their
farm and house.
Harry Newby operated a speakeasy
or roadhouse on County Farm Road.
The Batavia Historian

Batavia Police chief L LUrch and
Mayor McCabe of West Chicago
examining Jeske automobile.

Harry W. and Eva Jeske

time brawl. Somehow, it was not reported.
Henry complained to the authorities. The "blind pig' was shut down for
a short time. Henry and Eva knew it
was operating again when drunken
men wandered along the roadside
and into their farmyard.
On this date, December 12, 1925,
the Jeskes made their way home on
County Farm Road. Thirty-four-yearold Eva became nervous and fearful,
knowing they were passing the "blind
www.bataviahistoricalsociety.org

would unlock the door so that Henry
could carry their sleeping son inside.
Eva was nearly to the door when she
was felled by the killer'S two shots to
her forehead. Her body was dragged
into the house. Henry's and little
Ralph's bodies were found in the yard.
A seventeen-year-old man, Harold
~ Red" Hall, lived with and worked for
the Jeskes. He had lived with them for
about three years. He happily claimed
them as his family. Red had a friend
Bill Bowron, who was often with him
at the Jeske farm.
On this night, Bill drove into the
driveway of the Jeske home. He saw
what looked like a body lying in the
yard. Although he thought that it might
be another drunk, he decided to reContinued p. 8
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Ruth Burnham - Veteran,
adorned the lounge and our "mess"
trays were heaped with a "magnificent
dinner of 18 different items." (NO rationing here.) Scuttlebutt was circulating that the dreaded Captain Inspection was scheduled for the next day.
Had we learned to square-corner our
bunks in just three days? At 1000
hours sharp the Captain boarded the
SS Rockefeller wearing white gloves
and stern demeanor. Standing at attention when he reached our deck we
held our breath as he fingered door
tops and bounced a coin to test tight
bedcovers. An assistant blew into the
radiator corner and declared it "distinctly dirty:' But we passed inspection
-- whew!
No special favors were allowed because we were female. We had volunteered to replace a guy to go to sea,
and let's not forget that. Indoctrination
classes were tough -- Naval Personnel, Naval History, Ships and Aircraft
and Organization of the Navy. Did we
question how this knowledge might be
used? NO. (Secretly I hoped it might
outrank my college major.) But we
learned DISCIPLINE,
RESPECT,
AND PROMPTNESS as extra-curricular. As seamen we stood while speaking, repeating our name and rank and
addressed our superior with name
and rank.

Wife, Mother and Volunteer

By mid-January we had advanced
to the rank Midshipmen. A small contingent was transferred to the campus
of Smith College in Northampton. The
Northampton Hotel -- recently leased
by U.S. Government -- became home
for a while. Facilities were luxurious
compared to the dorm, but let's not
become too comfortable! A course in
Communications was our focus, and
I was introduced to an electric typewriter. Four platoons of 50 each mustered daily in the parking lot to march
to class. The town was alive with the
sound of WAVES! When platoons
passed on the way to lunch (staggered
servings) the hungry group would sing
"what have we for lunch" (tune n
Happy Birthday) and the response
would often be "creamed codfish for
lunch ---:' Fun.
Exciting news -- our uniforms were
finally ready and we could ship our
civvies home. We were issued the
handsome suit, 3 shirts (white, navy
and mid-blue), navy gabardine raincoat and Havelock, and heavy "great
coat" -- and of course, hat and tailored shoulder bag.
Wearing a uniform called for proper
saluting. Oh, oh -- that meant practice and keeping our eyes open. For
several days we'd hide in a doorway
as a uniform approached. Soon feel-

Mayor and MayoraL Intern
Present Program at March 16 Meeting
Did you know that Batavia offers instruction on our city's history to all third
graders? This unique program helps maintain the small town sense of community
that might otherwise be lost as Batavia grows.
For the last 14 years, Mayor Jeffery Schielke and Marilyn Robinson have shared
the role of meeting with the third grade classes and talking about Batavia's history. This year the mayor used the mayoral intern, Peter Foran, a junior at Batavia
High School, to help him present the program. And on March 16 at the society's
(almost) spring meeting in the city council chambers, the two of them gave the
presentation they make to the students. It was an outstanding success.
A brief business meeting preceded the program. Afterwards, members and
guests enjoyed refreshments and a chance to visit with one another.

If you have not paid your dues for 2003, you will find a red dot next to your
address on this issue. You must be paid up in order to receive any further
issues.
Please call our treasurer, Alma Karas, at 879-3898 if you have any questions about your status.

Continued from p. 2

ing secure we planned a weekend in
New York City -- a first for me. At the
Hotel Commodore I was quizzed byal '-.../
traveler about accommodations in the
area. Mistaking me for a hotel attendant (imagine!) rather shattered my
pride, but not for long. Bunked eight
in one room (convention in town) we
soon tasted the delights of the city -Times Square, Sardis Restaurant,
Statue of Liberty and USO where
French sailors who had just docked
were partying! What fun-n--but we'd
better get back to our ship.
Official scuttlebutt
came sifting
through that Communications
had
been over-filled and advanced Indoctrination would be offered to a group
of us This meant another move and
our last 30 days were spent at CAPEN
HOUSE n a beautiful old, drafty mansion. Perched on a hill it had massive
white pillars, which framed a view of
the Berkshires. A summer sojourn
would have been delightful, but this
was February -- and the coldest in
recent history (-27 0 c one day). Most
nights I wore flannel p.j.'s, wool
sweater, lisle hose plus woolen anklets -- covered with three Navy woof
blankets, raincoat and flannel bath-,--,,",
robe. Washcloths hanging on our bed
rails were frozen by morning.
But thoughts of graduation warmed
us Had we passed our courses? Soon
THE DAY was announced for midMarch and we would be graduated as
Ensigns -- blue stripe for our sleeves
-- and orders for duty issued. Where
would we go and were we ready?
From my diary" -- "It's just as though
we've been edging slowly along a diving board and we're plunging into the
deep blue sea. Actually, I'm a bit
scared -- I don't feel qualified. for an
Ensign stripe. Suddenly I know nothing, but maybe my learning period has
just begun:'
How true. Orders granted me a few
days back in Barrington and then I was
to report to The Office of Naval Officer Procurement in Kansas, City,
Missouri.
Kansas
City?!
I had
dreamed of oceans -- at least a view
of one!
In the next issue, we will continue with
Ruth's experiences in the WAVES, her I
marriage to another Ensign, Joseph '--../
Burnham, and their subsequent life in
Batavia.

Search for Artifacts in Historic Glenwood Park
Ruth Johnsen
'. ,-.

On a crisp October day, everything
but a red carpet was provided for a
group of treasure hunters when they
came to search at an historic park in
Batavia, Illinois. Members of the
Batavia Historical Society acted as
guides for the visitors; the Kane
County Forest Preserve reserved the
pavilion for them; and Mayor Jeff
Schielke had pizza and soft drinks
delivered at noon for their lunch.
The forest preserve had waived its
rule of "no metal detectors" at the request of the historical society because
the area was considered a hotbed of
potential finds. The Midwest Historical Research Society, the treasure
hunters, agreed to donate any artifacts to the Depot Museum.
"We Batavians have great respect
for out history:' said Mayor Schielke,
a charter member of the Batavia Historical Society since he was ten years
old. "There were two important groups
using this land from 1903 to 1937. We
are very interested to see what Midwest members will find:'
"It is great to be able to contribute
~,o
Batavia's knowledge of its past," responded George Guzik, who arranged
the hunt for his society. Members of
the group, started 38 years ago, came
from all over the Chicago area to look
for objects that might have been lost
when the area was an amusement
park, then a Civilian Conservation
Corps (CCC) camp in the Great Depression.
So that no native wildflowers would
be destroyed, the Plain Dirt Gardeners, the local garden club, volunteered
to oversee the digging and replace
any native plants that might be disturbed during the search. This proved
unnecessary
because the experienced detectorists replaced plants as
well as any soil that was disturbed. As
the metal detector operators discovered interesting finds, they brought
them to a picnic table where Batavians
inspected them for historic value.
There were Crackerjack prizes, including a tiny, nickel, high-backed
bathtub. There were spent shells including one fired from a 45-70 caliber
military rife before 1890 and a 32 rim\"'jre used around that time. There was
also a lead bullet, probably fired during the Civil War era. Also found were
two old padlocks, vintage jewelry and

-~.

coins from 1871 and later, and bottles
and bottle caps from the Gay Nineties.
Glenwood Park was opened in
1903 by the Aurora, Elgin & Chicago
Electric Railway on their property next
to their huge power house in Batavia.
Water from the Fox River was used in
the generation of electricity for the
trains that ran from Chicago into the
river towns 40 miles west.
Crowds came from the big city on
Sundays, making it a very profitable
operation for the railway, which otherwise would have had its trains idle on
that day of rest. They were drawn by
a dance hall, restaurant,
candy
booths, swings, a merry-go-round,
and even a shooting gallery. In August,
1912, one Chicago business had its
annual outing here, and all records for
big picnics at the picnic grove were
broken with an attendance of about

6,000.
One of the Batavia guides, Bob
Kalina, remembers that, in about
1924, "We'd be swimming in the old
stone quarry across the river when
we'd hear the noise from a big picnic,
so we'd run barefoot along the cinder
path to the pedestrian bridge and join
in as if we were with the Chicago
group. We'd get free ice cream and
pop, and even run in the races. We'd
always win the prizes because we
could run faster than those Chicago
kids:'
Kalina recalled the open "picnic
cars" that the railroad also sometimes
ran from Chicago to bring the crowds
-- "something," he said, "like the trolleys they use for tourists in Chicago
today, only they ran on the electric
third rail."
There was no longer extra cash in
pockets during the Depression so the

railway closed the park in 1933. The
federal government took over the land
and buildings and called it Camp
Glenwood. Here they housed the CCC
workers who joined to earn government wages while building improvements in the local communities. A
mess hall, 24 dormitories, a recreation
hall, a wash house, an infirmary and
other improvements built on the site
became home for up to 500 men at a
time.
Their few years of work in Batavia
resulted in suspension bridges being
built which turned two small, deserted
island in the middle of the river into
Clark Island Park. Shakespeare dramas are presented there today, using
as their stage a small stone building
the willing workers had built 68 years
ago.
Their improvements
to the old
quarry resulted in a classy swimming
pool with a beautiful stone tower providing three levels of diving boards.
Projects in nearby towns are also still
seen and appreciated for their beauty
and quality. Kalina, now 88, was able
to show the detectorists the site of a
ball field where crowds used to gather
to watch ball games and those longago races he sometimes won.
In 1937 the camp closed and the
buildings became government warehouses. In 1976 the 28.228 acres of
land were purchased by the Kane
County Forest Preserve and became
the the Glenwood Forest Preserve.
At the end of the search day, Lynn
Roma, president of the 78-member
Midwest Historical Society, said, "We
have only scratched the surface of the
possible archeological finds here and
gladly accept the invitation the Batavia
group extended today that we return
in the future for another search:'

Sons Honor Memory of
Robert T. Glidden with $10,000 Gift
It was the late Robert Thorwold Glidden who, in a letter to Eunice Shumway,
planted the seed that grew into the Batavia Historical Society. Now his two sons,
David K. and R. Mark, have each given the society $5,000 in memory of their
father for use in the Gustafson Research Center.
The board of directors has already identified urgent needs for which this money
will be used. We are most grateful to David and Mark Glidden for their generosity
-- and to their father for what he started.

r---=

Ii. Summer to Remember
Carol Anderson Smith
Carol Smith, a 1961 graduate of
Batavia High School, now lives on
Fox Lake in Ingleside, Illinois. In this
story, she shares her memories of
the summer of 1953 when she was
almost ten -- and what the high spot
of that summer still means to her.

I remember when the same doll
would sit on the shelf at the News
Agency for months. The doll was a
walking doll. The sign on the box said,
"She Walks." This was a marvelous
innovation back in 1953.1 would stand
and look at her glass blue eyes, her
long rayon blond hair and a face of an
angel painted on her. She wore a plaid
taffeta dress with white lace trim. Her
black felt shoes were placed on the
white lace trimmed anklets. I looked
at that doll every chance I had. I remember wanting that doll and hoped
some day to have her. If she were
mine, I would name her Nancy and
would keep her always.
This was in the summer right before my tenth birthday. My mother
cleaned houses that summer. Economic times were difficult in this little
Midwestern town where my family had
lived for four generations. The residents were mostly of Swedish descent. A small river ran lazily through
the town. Around this time was when
communities became aware of the
pollution that manufacturing
was
causing to the environment. The detection of the pollution was unavoidable, as the smell of dead fish in the
murky river mixed with the summer
heat would cause you to hold your
breath to avoid breathing in the horrible smells of the river. The News
Agency, where Nancy lived on the
shelf, was only a few buildings from
the river. The smell didn't bother me. I
just wanted to visit Nancy, hoping with
every visit to take her home.
My father, Arthur "Sherman" Anderson, worked at the Lindgren iron
foundry in the town. He had to leave
his higher paying position in the
foundry as he had been diagnosed
with asthma. His asthma was due to
the foundry dust, the doctor told him.
I always thought it was due to the high
amount of liquor he drank every night.
However, no one listens to a ten year

old. I have many thoughts and ideas
about my childhood and how I was
raised, but that's another chapter.
Nevertheless,
money was in short
supply and my birthday was still several months away. A present of this
value was too much to hope for a birthday present. usually received school
supplies as the date of my birthday
was around the first day of school.
I clearly remember that day when
both my brother and I walked downtown, across the bridge and then over
to North Jefferson Street with my
mother. We were going to the Paddock
home where my mother would clean
their house. She had cleaned for this
family for about seven years. It was
about a mile and a half walk. With the
town built on a river, the terrain was a
sharp walk down on one side of town
and a steep incline on the other. It was
early in the morning but in the Midwest, July is always hot. We never
stopped on the way to her job to rest,
but sometimes
we would stop at
Rachielle's Pharmacy on the way back
for a fountain drink. My legs were used
to walking as my mother didn't drive,
and of course back in those days it
was almost a luxury to have one car.
We never minded walking as there
were always new sights to see crossing two bridges over the smelly river.
Mr. Paddock was the son of the eIder Bruce Paddock, President of the
First National Bank of Batavia. My
mother cleaned house for his family
that lived in a very large two story
home in a very nice neighborhood on
the west side. We lived on the east
side and my mother always wanted
to move to the west side where it was
thought to be just a little nicer. I
vaguely remember Mr. and Mrs. Paddock and their two babies. I only remember the stairway -- the stairs
where I was kept sitting for hours as
my mother cleaned. When my mother
told me to sit there, I sat there not
moving a muscle.
I knew the little girl next door; her
name was Virginia Saaf.1 had met her
when I was three and we would play
in her garage on her ladders. She had
an older brother, Alan, so it was very
nice for my brother and me to have a
chance to get off the stairs and play.

i
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Ginny and I are still friends. She had
the perfect house, the perfect mother '-----./
and even a TV room. That was unheard of back then. TV's were always
in the living room. The Sylvania Company came out with the television with
the halo light. This was to eliminate
the glares from the daylight and the
darkened room at night. I really never
could see the difference, but my father told me it was better and he was
always right. I always loved to visit
Ginny's house and her mother, Alice
Mae, always served cookies.
I still can't tell you why but as we
walked home that afternoon we didn't
stop for a drink at the pharmacy. Instead we went into the News Agency.
"Pick out anything you want," were the
amazing words that came from my
mother's lips. "You and Terry have
been such good children you may
have anything you want in the toy
department."
I couldn't believe my ears. Does she
know how much I want Nancy? Does
she know that Nancy cost $24?
Things like this didn't even happen at'"
Christmas. This had never happenea~
before and I wasn't sure if I should
even ask for such an expensive toy.
But I ran right over to Nancy and
pointed to the highest shelf and said,
"This is what I want." To my utter
amazement
the store clerk took
Nancy from the shelf and placed her
in my arms. I still couldn't tell you what
my brother picked, but how I had the
dream of my life.
I immediately learned how to make
Nancy walk; then hand in hand with
me, we walked all the way home. I'm
sure it took a long time to walk the
last eight blocks with little Nancy
swaying back and forth, walking her
first steps. I remember I walked holes
in her shoes during the first few
months I owned her.
I still have Nancy. She now wears a
black watch plaid cotton dress that
one of my little girls wore. There is a
hole cut out of the back hem of the
dress from one of my little boys. She
needs new hair and has lost her index finger on her right hand, but I still-have kept my promise to Nancy tha\
if I ever was lucky enough to own her,~
I would keep her forever.

The Interview

Or
How the Senility Club Reached
Its True Level of Incompetence

I(

\

Ruth Burnham wrote the following story about her interview by members of the
Senility Club for the story that appears in this issue.. It is so good that we want to share it
with our readers.

On Tuesday, January 28th at the appointed hour of 2 o'clock, I awaited the arrival of the
Historical Society recording team, members of the Senility Club. An official recording had
been requested, and I was nervous about "spilling my life."
At the first door chime, Bill Hall arrived -- right on the dot of two. We chatted about the
fresh snowfall and my new life at the Holmstad. Soon Bill Wood appeared, toting a yellow
plastic bag -- (could it be lunch?). He deposited it under the coat hooks and settled into a
waiting sofa.
Finally Elliott Lundberg arrived -- so now we could get started. Action! He reached for
the official recorder in his jacket pocket and found NOTH ING. A worried hush settled over
the crew. Where was it? Elliott exited the front door and examined the snowy driveway-where Norma had dropped him. NO RECORDER. Must have dropped in the car.
Call Norma. Line Busy. Bill Wood says we could use his unit - it's in the yellow tote
bag! Bill opens the case, extracts his unit, checks the workings. There is NO TAPE!
Norma is off the phone, finds the lost item and delivers it pronto. Now we can finally get
started.
My organized "life thoughts" have suddenly scattered, but I can't back out now. So we
begin at my "beginnings." Periodically I took a breather -- and Elliott checked the tape. Is all
going well? He thinks so, though there is some doubt. But never mind, surely the story has
been picked up. We couldn't possibly have one more trouble.
Well, that's over -- and I'm glad. (Did I see Bill W. nodding?) But it was fun seeing these
brave fellows face impending disaster and recover their mission. Now the job was Elliott's
and Bill Hall's - Elliott to transcribe and Bill to edit. BRAVO.
We parted with laughs and relief.
A few days later Elliott called. I laughed when I recognize his voice. "What's so funny?"
he asked. I explained that I would forever laugh upon meeting as a result of our funny
experience. He replied, "Maybe when you hear the rest of the story it won't seem so
funny. The TAPE is basically blank".
WHAT? Oh woe. I laughed in shared misery and agreed to a rerun. What else could I
do? But this time it would be a real party. Bill Hall had skipped to Florida, but Elliott and Bill
W. came with two operational recorders. My life flowed again -- faster this time. I served
cake and coffee and we parted friends -- hoping this project migb1 remain our secret!
Ed. note: Obviously it hasn't remained secret -- too good a story to be wasted. But we don't
want to scare off prospective interviewees: usually interviews go smoothly. Generally two,
sometimes as in this case three, members of the Senility Club participate. Elliott usually
transcribes, although Bill W. can and sometimes does. Then it is up to Bill H. to whip the raw
material up into an organized story for the Historian. Sometimes the whipping takes a little effort
since the interview may skip around, like any conversation, without attention to Chronology or
transition from one topic 10 another. While still preserving the tone of the interview and the
interviewee's words, the editor needs to do a little tightening and rearranging. This one was easy - after we got through the botched preliminaries!.

The Jeske Murders
port it to the police. He drove back to
the police department in Batavia and
reported it to Chief L. L. Urch. The chief
notified R. C. Holister, deputy coroner.
Together they drove back to the farm
where they found and identified the
three bodies of the Jeske family.
The deputy coroner immediately
drove back to town. He telephoned the
radio stations to put out a call to all
people to be on the alert for the killer.
This radio message was heard by
Victor Anderson of Stevens Point,
Wisconsin, as he searched on his
crystal radio set. He jumped out of his
chair and called to his wife who was
in the kitchen, "Alma! The Henry Jeske
family in Batavia have all been murdered:' Eleven-year-old Clifford, my
future husband, was lying on the floor.
He can tell you of the horror he and
his parents felt. He has never forgotten.
Authorities were quite certain the
prime suspect had to be a stocky,
poorly dressed man who stole the
Jeskes' car after the murders. The car
was found at a spot near West Chicago. This man had boarded the third
rail train to Chicago. Because he was
not under suspicion at the time, the
conductor could only give this report:
"He sat with his head down all the
way:' When he transferred to another
train, this sad looking man with the
soiled brown overalls was not to be
seen again. He had paid his fare to
Chicago
with 83 cents in small
change.

Ralph Jeske

In spite of the suspicions of the police departments, Henry's and Eva's
families were never convinced that a
robber murdered the Jeskes. Nothing
had been taken except Henry's car,
which the man only drove to West
Chicago.

Continued from p. 3
A couple of years later, Papa was ..
notified by the sheriff that two md
who were in jail for other crimes ha<...----/
confessed to th~ Jeske murders. Papa
and one of Ev~'s brothers drove to
DeKalb for the questioning of the prisoners. Papa and Walter were not convinced. Another lack of evidence. The
case was closed with the police believing the original idea that the crime
was committed by a robber caught in
the act.
There was a rumor that high-up
county officials secretly frequented the
"blind pig." Was fear of exposure the
cause of this horrendous crime? Did
Harry Newby seek revenge
for
Henry's report to authorities, not once,
but over and over? How important is
alcohol in the lives of men and women!
At our home -- Papa's days were
filled with anger; Mama's days were
filled with fear. She had Papa make a
wooden bar across the back door.
Roger and I just wanted life to return
to normal again.
Christmas 1925 came and went.
Gifts were given and received without joy. Ufe goes on.
.1
Writer's note; This story was written at '"--,,,
the request of Jeanette Anderson. Many
thanks to Harold "Bosco" Hall, son of
Harold "Red" Hall, for sharing his original copy of the Aurora Beacon News
from December 13, 1925. And thanks
to my sons Dennis and Jim for their
photo and computer help with the story.

Marilyn Robinson has been reviewing published histories of Batavia churches and came across interesting stories about how
some of Batavia's early pastors were able to solve the logistics of getting to two churches in different communities for services on the
same Sunday. The first involved what is now Immanuel Lutheran Church.

"Pastor John Feiertag came to Aurora in 1869 and conducted the first divine service in Batavia for the German Lutherans
in the home of William Wilke. Later on services were held in various buildings every two or three weeks. Transportation was
a problem in those days. The Burlington Railroad had built the line from Chicago to Aurora through Batavia in 1850, so it was
possible for Pastor Feiertag to come here by handcar. Members of the Aurora congregation were kind enough to pump the
handcar here for him. If weather didn't permit, horse and a buggy were used with members of both congregations furnishing
this equipment."
And this one involves Calvary Episcopal Church. Rev. Steel, who served the church between 1882 and 1887, wrote this
piece about his Sunday transportation "My Sundays included Early Celebration in Batavia, then one in Geneva, breakfast,
Sunday School and morning service in Batavia. For some time, Mrs. VanNortwick provided me with a horse and buggy or a
cutter for the Geneva trips. Also, at times, I used a tricycle of the old fashioned variety, seat perched on above the large whe(
and a small guard wheel in front. Incidentally, I made an adjustable top for it and, putting my valise on behind, peddled oveL....•...•.•
to Galena, on up to Milwaukee and Nashota, returning via Geneva, Wisconsin."
Marilyn has added, "And we get mad at our cars sometimes:'

Membership and
Other Matters
Since the last issue, the following persons
(Batavians unless otherwise noted), some of
whom were already annual members, have become life members: Tony and Paul Bex, Bill and
Sue Blair, Karen L. Hall, Bruce and Lisa Hohman,
Tom Johnson (Las Vegas, NV), and Ronn Pittman.
Other new members A. F. Allen, Richard and
Diane Cutlip, Leola Dixon (Atlanta, GA), Tom and
Donna Dwiggins, Phyllis Holstead, Kathy K.
Jensen (Manchester,
NH), Don and Joan
Johnson, Margaret K. Kienitz (Winfield, IL), Timothy P.Killoran (Danville, CA), Mary B. Killoran (Atlanta, GA), Joan Kline, Richard and Carol Miller,
Deanne and C.J. Simpson, Robert and Ann Thomas, Tyler G. Tincknell (Lombard, IL), and Norma
Vaughan (Aurora). We welcome these new members and look forward to their participation in the
affairs of the society.
We regret to report the deaths of life members
Ted Schuster and Rev. Lee Moorehead and members Charles Ella Stoakley and Robert Thorsen.
Ted and Lee, close friends, were not only active
members of the society but also deeply involved
with the community. Both were Batavia Citizens
of the Year, Ted in 1988 and Lee in 1991. Ted
chaired the ACCESS Committee, and Lee initiated the "Books between Bites" program and the
annual Lincoln Day Dinner.
Besides the Glidden gift described elsewhere,
the society received gifts of $500 from Cliff and
Royce Clifford of Encinitas, CA, and $100 each
from Robert and Susan Ducar and George and
Erdene Peck (Melrose, MT). In addition, we received gifts from Richard and Lois Benson in
honor of Ruth Murray, from Virginia T. Phelps
(Mountain View, CA) in appreciation of Marilyn
Robinson's help in looking up her family, and from
Allen F.Mead (St. Charles) and Mrs. Kay Peterson.
We thank these donors for their support.

Carla Hill, Director
The museum re-opened for the 2003 season on Wednesday, March
12. The opening display is titled, "Spring Is..." It includes many wonderful photographs from our collection as well as "Colorful Kite Tales," an
exhibit that depicts the history, art and technology of kite flying starting
with Benjamin Franklin. This is a fun exhibit that we have done in the
past and is always popular with the children. As usual, Chris Winter
has done a wonderful job with this display.
The museum will be celebrating International Museum Day on Sunday, May 18. The museum will be open from 1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. We
are planning refreshments, entertainment, tours and demonstrations
for that afternoon:We have been working on many projects over the winter break. The
museum sponsored two Lincoln programs in February, both of which
were very successful. We are planning a trip to historic Graceland Cemetery in Chicago, another trip to Newberry Library and a trip to the
Chicago Archives. We are also preparing for May, which will bring several hundred third graders to the museum as part of their Batavia history report.
This year we will be completing the railroad exhibit on the main floor.
Thanks to Bea Hodson's wonderful donation, we have ordered a mannequin for the ticket booth that will represent the station masters who
ran the station for so many years. (Chuck Hodson was the last station
master for our building.) As part of this display we will be planning a
celebration for 2004 which will be the 150th Birthday of our Depot.
We will celebrate National Volunteer Week in April. The museum is
ery fortunate to have almost 100 dedicated volunteers. Chris and I
"---truly appreciate all of the time that they give and everything that they
do. We could not operate the museum without their help.
We look forward to another great year at the museum and the beginning of the warm weather!
Anyone who would like to volunteer at the museum -- and we really
need help -- should contact Kathy Fairbairn at 406-9041. Come and
have some fun.

I

Gerald R. Miller Home -- 220 Spring Street

I

When we first got the idea of writing a story on
Batavia's Sears houses, we talked to Jerry Miller because we knew that he had a Sears home. He lent us
his book on the homes, which we used for our research
until one was acquired for the Depot Museum.
And then what do you think happened? We forgot
to include his house at 220 Spring Street in our story
in the last issue! Here it is, appearing belatedly.
Another Sears houses slip-up. Someone has told
us that the house we identified as 318 South Van Buren
is actually 714 Morton -- and this can be verified if one
looks at the street number under a magnifying glass.
We can't figure how this happend, but we're thankful
for careful readers.
Member Allen Mead has pointed out that it was
Arnold Benson, not his brother Emil, who was running
for governor as related in Gladys Noren's interview.
Again, thanks for setting the record straight.

Batavia Historical Society J\IIembership
2003
Name
Address
State

City

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Zip

Dues Structure:
Individual

$10.00

Joint/Family
Junior

$15.00

Classroom"-Life (each)
Life (family)
Business or Institution
Business or Institution Life

Mail to:
Treasurer
Batavia Historical Society
P.O. Box 14
Batavia, Illinois 60510

$2.00
$5.00
$100.00
$150.00
$20.00

o

$150,00

This membership is being given as a gift

Prompt payment of dues is appreciated!
• You may put your name, address, and membership category on

a separate sheet if you do not want to clip the above form.

"If you would like to give a membership as a gift, send the above information and dues to the Society and indicate in the box
above that it is to be a gift. The gift membership card will be mailed to you so that you may enclose it with a personal card or note,
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l. R. Johnson & Son ----

A Business Built by An Old-fashioned Entrepreneur
Many Batavians recall Leonard R.
(better known as "Lenny") Johnson
as the proprietor of the company that
for many years hauled their garbage
and trash. He also had an excavating and demolition business. This
.; story, based on Elliott Lundberg's
and Bill Hall's March 25, 2003, interview of his son, Melvin ("Butch")
and Butch's wife, Veta, shows a fascinating way of life that by today has
largely disappeared. It is also a portrait of a unique individual.

Lenny Johnson was born in Indiana
in 1909 and moved with his family to
Illinois in 1921 after a boiler backfired
on his father, a fireman on the railroad.
There was no workmen's compensation in those days so Lenny, who was
only 12, and his sister had to quit
school and go to work. Lenny began
at Payne's Hardware in Geneva.
He moved to Batavia in 1928, the
year that he married Lillian Stark, and
began working for the Batavia Dairy
Company. He used a horse on his
route until about the start of World War
II. Although he held other part-time
jobs and began his own business in
1945, he kept his job at the dairy until
1949. As his son Butch says, "My dad
always said that the Batavia Dairy
- -'ompany was a good place to work
'\,.....ecause he always had a job. He
didn't make a lot of money, but he did
have steady work.
"When World War II started, the
dairy got him an exemption because

he worked with what was considered
a necessary product and had worked
there many years. He said that whenever a contract came up, most of the
help wanted a higher wage and less
commission but he was for 100%
commission because then you could
work harder to get more business and
make more money.
"He always got along real well with
Melvin Kraft, one of the three partners
who owned the dairy; in fact, my dad
always said that's who they named me
after -- but I don't think they did me
any favor when they named me
Melvin. My dad didn't always get along
with Frank Pierson, another partner,
but he got along better with him than
he did with the third partner, Phil Ekman. Frank used
to work with the
men more than
Melvin and Phil
did -- he would
work
on
the
routes when he
was needed. I remember when my
dad died Frank
came down to the
funeral home and
stayed
around
and talked to a lot
of people; when
he went home
that night, he died
in his sleep."
According
to

his son, Lenny was a workaholic.
"During the Second World War, he
worked at the Batavia Body Company
for half a shift from six in the evening
until ten; then it was his turn to be at
the Batavia Dairy to load at four in the
morning. And besides, he had trucks
and guys working for him in the business he had started.
"He went into business originally
when a couple of aldermen in town
wanted him to buy a truck and pick
up the rubbish in town. That started
about 1945. I think Phil Becker was
one of the aldermen. When he started,
he had a couple of trucks. You had to
separate your garbage back in those
days, and a lot of the farms fed garContinued on p. 2

Excavation - 1962

L. R. Johnson & Son
bage to hogs. Most of the rubbish they
hauled to an old dump up on what is
now Fabyan Parkway. Back in those
days you had to separate the ashes
from the bottles and cans since everyone had coal furnaces.
They
picked up rubbish on different days
depending on what it was. We had
trucks that picked up the rubbish from
1945 until I sold that part of the business in 1985. The excavating business started about 1949.
"Back at the end on the Second
World War," Butch continued, "my dad
had an old truck, and he wanted to
buy a new one. He went to an International Truck dealer, and the dealer
laughed at him -- they weren't taking
orders for any new trucks. Then he
went to a Studebaker truck dealer in
Aurora and saw that they had two new
trucks in there. He talked to the dealer
and was told that they were for the
Heitkotter Fuel Oil Company in Aurora
but that he didn't know whether they
wanted them both. So Lenny called
them up, and they said they would sell
one of them so he bought it. My dad
bought quite a few of them until about
1950 when he started to buy trucks
from Norm Anderson who had a GMC
dealership on the corner of Prairie and
Webster.
My dad knew
Norm
Anderson's family so he continued
buying the same kind of trucks from
him. Funny thing -- later on my sister
married Bill Shanahan whose uncle
was Joe Heitkotter, the owner of the
fuel company.
"All my dad did was work. My mom
would get mad when they went on
vacation, supposedly for a week -they'd be gone about three days, and
my dad had to get back here to check
on things. Because he grew up in the
Depression, he used to be pretty tight
The Batavia Historian, recipient of the Illinois State Historical Society's 1997
Award for Superior Achievement, is published quarterly by the Batavia Historical
Society. The editor, Bill Hall, will welcome
any suggestions or material -- 630-8792033.
The Depot Museum, a cooperative effort
of the Society and the Batavia Park District, is open from 2 to 4 p.m., Monday,
Wednesday, Friday, Saturday, and Sunday from March through November. The
director, Carla Hill, can be reached at
630-406-5274.
-, ..
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Continued from p.1

about fixing stuff. He'd spend hours
trying to fix something that I thought
he might as well throwaway and buy
another. We'd save the better of the
used parts of the construction equipment because we thought that someone, some day, might need them. He
just kept the parts piled up in the yard
on South River Street. After he
passed away, we hauled load after
load of used parts to the junk yard."
Butch recalls that his father moved
into the house at 329 East Wilson
Street when he bought it in 1939, and
lived there until his death in 1978.
When he first moved to Batavia, he
lived in a house on Forest Avenue that
belonged the Augie Maier, the former
postmaster. Then he moved to a
house on East Wilson that belonged
to the Feldotts. "That house," Butch
said, "had about a 100 foot lot. He
used to keep his trucks there sometimes, but the neighbors squawked
about it all the time. He also used to
keep them along the railroad tracks
right behind where the park is now.
Later he rented space in Norm
Anderson's garage. He bought the
property we have now on South River
-Street-in-1951 and-moved-his-stuff
there. We built this building in 1989.
"On Pine Street there is a small lake
that my dad bought from Ollie Wolcott.
We took gravel out of there and made
that lake bigger than it had been. We
never owned a dump, but we used to
dump stuff at a property on River
Street that Dr. Lysne owned. We also
used a dump down on the end of Prairie Street."
Elliott Lundberg, who was then at
the Batavia National Bank, recalled,
"Lenny Johnson was very independent. Walter Johnson, president of the
bank, had known him for years. Lenny
would come in and say he had bought
a truck or some other piece of equipment for so much money and that he
wanted to borrow that amount. That's
all there was to it. Sometimes he
would come in and say he had written a check for a truck and would tell
us to make sure it cleared when it
came in, which we did -- he'd catch
up with it later.
"He would never complete a financial statement for the bank, and he
borrowed a lot of money. The examiners complained every time they
came in, and we'd tell Lenny we

..--------
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needed one. Then one day he came
in and said he needed a financi81
statement, so we made one up for hi J
-- and for ourselves. He furnished thY
information, which wasn't complete

L.R. Johnson -1974
but it was'-15etter.J:hannothing, and it
satisfied the examiners. After that he'd
come in every so often and want a
copy of that financial statement." ,
-Butch-resumed, "My dad owned'~
bunch of little parcels of land. He
owned a little piece of property on
Harrison Street off Carlisle Road -that's where Veta and I built our first
house. I think he bought that property
from Dewey Carlisle way back in the
early 1950s; he had bought it to take
off black dirt. Then he bought some
lots on Lathem Street, also to take off
black dirt. He bought some parcels
and traded for others -- he had parcels all over. When he died, we sold
all of them -- I think back to what we
got for them and what they're worth
now."
Butch said that he started working
for his father when he was about 12
years old. "It's basically the only job I
ever had. Dad had me driving a truck
on the job when I was so small that I
had to hold myself ahead on the steering wheel to reach the pedals. I
started running machines for my dad
when I was 15 years old. By then I
had a driver's license, but I wasn't old
enough to get a license to drive a
truck. My dad, though, used to ha\'
me move machines all the time. The'-.".;"
was a cop in town, O.T. Benson, who
Continued on p. 11
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Ruth Burnham --Veteran, Wife, Mother and Volunteer
i

The last issue carried Part 1 of Ruth Burnham's story based on interviews with
Elliott Lundberg, Bill Wood and Bill Hall and the beginning of her memoir A View
from the Shore, which tells about her World War II service as a Navy WAVE. This
issue concludes her story in two sections: "Life on the 8.8. Finance," which continues the story told in her memoir; and "Then Civilian Life -- and Batavia," which she
has written especially for us, including a tribute both to her husband Joe, who at his
death was Chairman and CEO of Marshall Field & Co., and to the community that
became such an important part of their lives.

-

Part

2--

Life on the S.S. Finance
The Barrington sojourn [a short
leave after receiving my commission]
did wonders for my morale. Stepping
off the train in full dress, I was welcomed like a hero. My proud family
escorted this first native female in
Navy uniform to our cozy home where
in the front window hung a seNice flag
with a single blue star. This star would
multiply later when brothers volunteered; but right now it was ME! Family support diminished my jitters and
in a few days I was ready for Part II of
my adventure: WAVES recruiting in
Kansas and MissourLConfidence was
building.
With my worldly
possessions
'lacked in two suitcases -- matched,
~triped
and monogrammed -- I departed for Kansas City. Checking into
the President Hotel I readied for my
"report for duty" the next day. My
shoulder bag was flush with cash. The
first Ensign paycheck seemed enormous to this Depression chick, and in
celebration of making it this far I tipped
the coffee shop waitress a generous
50 cents for a smile with toast and
coffee.
Shoes were polished,
seams
straightened
and serge uniform
brushed clean as I marched into the
Finance Building, Baltimore Avenue,
Kansas City, MO. I smiled with composure -- hoping to exude confidence
for my new assignment -- as I located
the Captain's cabin. Lt. Commander
Young was Captain of the SS Finance
-- our vertical dry-dock ship. He was
always ready with a big smile and
rolled cigarettes during all conversations. A veteran of WW I, he was as
gentle as the Executive Officer (ReseNe) Lt. Veum was firm. As a team
they kept an even keel.
As I was presented to Lt. Veum he
Onnounced
after a hearty welcome
that I was scheduled to accompany
him on a recruiting trip to Parsons,
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Kansas, the next day. Two WACs
would be traveling with us. look out,
Parsons -- we're after your young
women! Public speaking was a dread
of mine, but once I developed a pattern and framed it with War Department urgency, applications flowed. A
recruiting trip combined appearances
at seNice clubs -- usually male -- and
short visits to school career-day sessions. In 1943 these opportunities
were rare, but our office would travel
the states of Missouri and Kansas and
eventually set up satellite facilities for
a two to three week term. We had
quotas to meet.
Back in Kansas City, the S.S. Finance was busy. The Navy Department had secured several floors for
different activities -- male officer procurement, WAVEs recruiting, lady
Marine and SPARs (Coast Guard)
recruiting and a well equipped SICK
BAY for the processing of applicants
as well as monitoring the health of all
of us "on board." The WAVEs floor
was heavy with files and typewriters.
WAVE yeomen -- fresh from civilian
jobs -- manned the equipment and
hoped for some excitement in the new
life. Navy etiquette was obseNed at
all times, and officers (two of us) were
addressed
by rank and name
whereas the yeomen were called by
their last name alone. This truly bothered me as I was 10 years younger - and greener -- than these gals and
ignorant of office procedure, but with
a smile and a wink we preseNed dignity. In public, however, Navy Regulations were practiced respectfully.
Very little mingling invited.
Kansas City was flooded with military. A hub of the Midwest, it hosted
military training schools, air stations,
communication
centers, and USO
centers for after-hours. local patriotic
parades now included military women
as flag bearers. Parades gave recruiting a boost.
Weeks rolled into months, and
schedules became routine. Occasion-
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Joe and Ruth Burnham
on their wedding day

ally our Captain would gather his
troops for an update on the war outside and a boost for our morale. New
Years Day 1944 is a memory keeper
for me. Stacked around the double
stairwell on the upper deck of S.S.
Finance, the 100 or so Navy crew had
responded to "all hands on deck at
900 hours." Captain Young felt that it
was time to acquaint us with a portion
of Navy Regulations -- forgetting that
our concentration might be limited following a night of revelry. Facing one
another around the well, we avoided
eye contact and feigned interest. Suddenly the Captain stumbled on the
word PUSillANIMOUS
(ADJECTIVE: Ignobly lacking in courage,
chickenhearted,
cowardly, craven,
dastardly, faint-hearted, lily-livered,
unmanly. Slang: chicken, gutless, yellow, yellow bellied. See FEAR.) and
we all gasped. Eyes teared and shoulders jiggled as we tried to maintain
composure. Give us an A! I've never
heard the word since. So much for
Navy Regs.
While Navy assignments became
routine, my personal life was in an uproar. A fortuneteller at the Egyptian Tea
Room predicted that I would meet a
fellow in uniform and eventually marry
him. A rather safe bet in these days -and she was right. A shared box of
fudge from home connected two uniformed Ensigns, and in six months we
were married. Special permission was
Continued on p. 4
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Ruth Burnham - Veteran, Wife, Mother and Volunteer
Continued from p. 3

required to don a wedding dress, but it was back into uniform for our
honeymoon. Fulfilling diverse Navy assignments demanded adjustments, but we managed. Ensign Joe was headquartered across
the Kaw River as Aide to the Admiral of the Naval Air Primary Training Command. While he flew from east to west inspecting stations,
I rode the rails of my hot states -- recruiting, recruiting. Between
special assignments we were "at home" in the lovely plaza of Kansas City. One year later I was "honorably discharged for family reasons" (guess what?) and a transfer found us back in Illinois.
My two years in the Navy was a life changer for me. I would heartily
support a program of two years national service for all young people.
Embracing a cause-- making a difference -- gives a perpetual spark
to one's life journey. It is a privilege that transcends retirement.

Then Civilian Life -- and Batavia
Joe's transfer to Glenview Naval Air Station was an unexpected
opportunity for our family. It meant "back home" for me, where extended family would join in welcoming our first-born, Bruce. When
the war work was completed, Joe accepted a job at Marshall Field
& Co. -- to him the most amazing retail establishment imaginable.
Busy Chicago was a stretch from his tiny hometown of Berryville,
Arkansas, but he was ready. Hired to assist the Operating Division
in maintaining and improving the inner workings of the vast company, he was elated. It was the challenge he craved.
Palatine produced the first subdivision of small postwar homes -mainly for veterans -- and we settled in for ten years. A growing
family, now four sons, and a bulging community prompted us to
seekalarger home in_ar:nore rural area. With alongingfor tQe Fo,£
Valley we ventured down Route 59 and in 24 hours surveyed the tricities, selected Batavia, fell in love with 433 Main Street and signed
a contract. Realtor Jack Allen assisted us, introducing us to the historic two story, four bedroom, wood-sided house -- on a corner -after we requested a one story brick ranch, and not on a corner!
Thanks to Jack, this purchase promoted a life-long passion in everything antique.
Our four sons -- Bruce, Steve, Philip and Greg -- navigated the
District 101 school system and thrived in the caring community. Occasionally they would chant, "There's nothing to do in this town," but
driving privilege and the tri-city excitement eased this.
What a location, and what a beautiful town! The children could
walk everywhere -- school, church, library, Quarry, haircuts, drugstore and the Twin Elms. Very little chauffeuring. The east-west drive
to Chicago was daily sport for Joe, and connected his favorite destinations -- Main Street and MF & Co.
Life in the house-of-little-men hummed on, but snapped to attention when a baby sister arrived. Ann Merrifield expanded the focus
of their family, and with the first born now in college, added several
happy chapters to the parenting years.
Squeezed between the demands of vocation and family, Joe and
I enjoyed a growing appreciation of the town we called "home." We
had met in military service and shared a need to be involved in
community service. Growing Batavia provided a fertile field, and
soon we adopted a number of causes.
I've never known anyone who really loved his work as much as
Joe did, and he died at such an early age, 57, just when he had
become chairman of the Board and CEO of Field's. He was looking
forward to working with the President and enjoying a last five or six
years with the firm before retirement. We had gone on a trip -- I
Continued on p. 11
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Ruth Burnham at Women in
Military Service Memorial Museum
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Photograph of a SUMMer
Carol Anderson Smith

~.i

Carol Smith's "A Summer to
Remember" appeared in the
April, 2003, issue. A 1961
Batavia High School graduate,
Carol now lives on Fox Lake in
Ingleside, Illinois.

It was the summer of 1957. July was
the month. The weather was usual,
hot and humid. This was the way it
was back in my hometown in the Midwest. The expressways soon would
connect the nation, crisscrossing
through farmland in the direction of the
cities. My small town was forty miles
west of Chicago, now a suburb, but
then it was just part of the flat landscape of the country. This was the
time I was fast approaching the defining moments that truly change a
little girl into a woman. These experiences of growing up don't occur over
night, but are measured out slowly in
moments; the sum equals the butterfly emerging from her cocoon. It's a
shame that this time isn't captured into
~
)hoto albums so it could be truly en~oyed
later when it isn't the emotional
concern of an emerging teen.
It was the same summer that Paul
McCartney, Neil Diamond and Barbra
Streisand were also waiting to start

1957 Chevy Convertible

high school, as I was that summer.
Elvis was fast approaching the status
of king. The Big Booper, Richie Valens
and Buddy Holly were beginning their
careers that would be immortalized
years later in the song "American Pie"
with the line "the day the music died."
In a few months Sputnik would be
launched to the fears of our country.
McCarthyism was alive and well in
~Vashington,
with the accusations,
"You are a Communist." Ricky Nelson
was watched on the Sylvania televi-
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sion, with its halo light, putting his dinner dishes
in a dishwasher.
McDonalds was starting to build their
empire of drive-in restaurants in the
Chicago area. Hamburgers were 15
cents and french fries a dime. Their
red and white buildings were viewed
with curiosity by all ages.
Pat Boone was encouraging us to
wear white bucks while Elvis was
pushing Blue Suede Shoes. Poodle
skirts held out with crinoline slips,
starched so stiffly they would leave
your legs looking as if a cat had attacked and scratched your calves.
Bermuda shorts were an important
part of your wardrobe, along with
Capri pants, bobbie sox and saddle
shoes. The ever popular blue jeans
were causing headaches for the principals in high schools.
Truly the defining image of the
1950's was the robin's egg blue and
white, 1957 Chevy Capri convertible.
This was the motor symbol all teenaged boys wanted to drive. Denny
King was the only one in my school to
be so fortunate. Girls would swoon as
he drove slowly by, sporting the perfect flat top haircut. The clean cut all
American boy look, only tainted by the
cigarette pack folded up in the sleeve
of his white tee shirt. The "hoods"
were fast closing in on our perfect
1950s life. Their long
hair slicked back into
a DA's, short for
duck's ass -- those
words weren't spoken
then or at least not in
front of adults. Even
Ricky Nelson's flattop
was growing longer
sides that were being
slicked
back.
He
started to sing on the
"Ozzie and Harriet Show," although he
didn't move like Elvis. I still remember that night when Elvis appeared on
the "Ed Sullivan's Show of Shows."
The censors would only allow Elvis to
be shown from the waist up. "Vulgar"
was the word my mother used when
explaining the body movements of
Elvis when he sang, "Jail House Rock"
and "Blue Suede Shoes." The softer
side of Elvis was exposed with the release of "Love Me Tender," on a 45
record.
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I finally got a hi-fidelity record player
and with every chance, I went to
Olmsted's Appliance Store, across the
street from the high school, to buy a
record. After checking the "Top Forty
List," I would purchase a new experience for my ears to learn about the
changing world for 99 cents. American Bandstand was a must every afternoon. I had no idea how old Dick
Clark was, or even how old he is now.
Justine Carelli was my idol. I wasn't
quite sure where Philly was, but if I
could have, I would be there. Watch-

Carol Anderson Smith Confirmation
in 1957 with aunt and uncle
Ruth and Pete Larson

ing the kids dance was how we all
learned how to act as teenagers. The
straight skirts and the white tucked in
blouses became the new uniform for
school that fall.
The high school I would attend the
next fall had a welcome freshmen
street dance on a Friday night in that
July. I worked all day making my long
blonde hair look just right. This was
before curling irons or even hot rollers, so it was more of an art form back
then. The Marilyn Monroe look was
what I was looking to achieve and in
my mind I succeeded. I met my friend
Janet at the corner of Wilson and Prairie, around seven, and together we
walked past Holy Cross Catholic
Church, down the hill where the stores
lined the street, across the two bridges
over the Fox River and finally up the
hill past the high school. We then
Continued on p. 8
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TAil {j08d1lH A(l1l of. Radio
Carl Harleen

In previous issues, we have
included
reminiscences
of
growing up in Batavia that Carl
Harleen, who now lives in Piedmont, California, has sent to his
cousin, Bert Johnson. This
story is particularly evocative
for those of us who grew up in
the 1920s and 1930s, but we
believe that all of our readers
will enjoy it.
For our family, the golden age of radio began in 1927 when we bought
our first set. The radio was in the parlor off the living room, "the little room,"
with a writing desk, glass faced book
cases, and two Morris chairs. The
name of the radio has since slipped
my memory, but its appearance is indelibly etched: simply constructed with
a black bakelite faceplate holding six
dials. The three large dials set the
number of kilohertzes necessary to
receive a station while the three small
dials powered the five vacuum tubes
regulating the volume. As an indication of tube life, the top was conveniently hinged to assist in easy replacement.
As a seven year old boy, I was endlessly fascinated by the stuff inside -insulation free, square aluminum rods
running parallel to each other, only
turning at right angles for an electrical connection to the tubes or controls
-- that made the magic of radio come
to life. If the bare rods crossed in close
proximity, they occasionally arced,
adding to the mystery and excitement
of radio.
Alongside the radio, on the same
table, sat a two foot high "goose-neck"
speaker -- not a bookshelf speaker like
you might find today. The large speaker
horn today would only be found in an
antique shop. It worked well for most
stations, but for those far-off transmitters a pair of more efficient earphones
were used. If you pulled in a distant station, you could request a card confirming that you did indeed reach Cincinnati or Minneapolis.
To receive the radio signal, an antenna wire 60 to 100 feet in length had
to be strung. Ours started on the roof
peak and spanned all the way to a
pole at the back end of our property.
A dedicated ground wire was also re-
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qui red, and it ran from the radio set
to a six foot copper rod driven into the
ground.
Modern AA batteries would not have
begun to meet the power requirements of the set. Two Type B 44 1/2
volt batteries, each weighing approximately ten pounds, were required and
sat on a shelf under the radio. Providing additional power was an automobile Type A battery, which due to its
corrosive nature had to be stored in
the basement
next to a battery
charger. When the packaging on a
1927 radio said, "Batteries not included," the warning really meant it.
Although it entailed a lot of work,
setting up the radio was a task we relished for it provided our family with a
world of entertainment previously unavailable. When finally hooked up, we
enjoyed all the entertainment
the
fledgling network of stations provided.
In the close community of Batavia,
visiting relatives was a constant
source of inexpensive pleasure. Most
evenings, it seemed, we'd all end up
sitting around a radio listening to a
favorite program. Our family was at
the Hubbards' home one night, and
Jim and Paul introduced me to a new
program called "Amos and Andy." A
very popular show, we'd all wait for
the announcer, Bill Hay, to open the
show with, "Here they are!" Then we'd
listen in anticipation for the catch
phrases, "Ow Wah, Ow Wah, Ow
Wah" and "Buzz me Miss Blue," that
signaled the perplexing predicament
around which the show was built.

It wasn't just comedic entertainment that the house radio provideC -.
world events would be reported in rea~
time. One morning our whole family
crawled from the warmth of our beds
at 4 a.m. to hear the transatlantic
broadcast of King Edward announcing the previously unthinkable: he was
abdicating his throne to marry the
commoner Wallis Simpson. The pulsing radio waves ebbed and flowed,
adding to the experience of listening
to the event unfold a continent away.
As the popularity of radio exploded,
so did the manufacturing of radio sets.
A wildly popular model was the inexpensive crystal set. It provided the
additional enjoyment of assembly. We
could now make our own magic, and
most every boy in the neighborhood
owned one. Bart Snow, a classmate,
had a set that was self-contained in
the headphone, and he claimed he
could receive a station by just clipping
the antenna wire on the cast iron portion of his school desk at the Blaine
Street School. Most of us used more
conventional antennas, and hours, for
our radio listening.
Because crystal sets were not a:~
powerful as table top radios, Chicago
stations could be faint at times. Local
stations like those in Mooseheart did
come in loud and clear. James J.
Davis was the director of Mooseheart,
and his influence at the station was
reflected in the call letter that bore his
initials, WJJD. The big draw on WJJD
was "Mystery Theater," sponsored by
Continued on p. 7

Scene from a "First Nighter" broadcast. (Front row, reading left to right): Bruce Kammon..Jv
Clifford Soubier, Charles P.Hughes, the" First Nighter," Don Ameche and June Meredith. N.B.C.
Coast-to-coast every Friday night, by Campana's Italian Balm.
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Have You Given Us Your Family History?
Marilyn Robinson
\~

There is a rather extensive file of biographies of Batavians, including their ancestry, at the Gustafson Research
Center. The file was first generated from notes made by John Gustafson on 3 x 5 note cards in the 1960s.
The cards were typed onto family sheets such as the one included as an insert in this issue, and many other families
have since been added. This file is a prized historical tool for researchers who come to the center or who write to us for
information. The file is now in binders, each family on an 81/2 x 11 sheet.
Many of our members are not represented in this file. It would be good for future researchers if you were. The easiest
time to report history is while it is happening. If you are not in the file, please give us the information on your family-both sides. You can fill in the enclosed sheet if it is large enough, you may submit a computerized family tree, or you can
use a narrative form.
The more you can tell us about your family members -- when they came, their occupations, schooling, etc., the better.
Dates of vital statistics are important for future researchers.
If you are not sure whether you submitted your family tree when we initiated this project a few years ago, contact me
or anyone at the research center. There is also a copy of these binders at the public library in the local history room.
r Thank you in advance for taking part in this historical research project.

Continued on p. 7

Chicago's Wilson Meat Packing Co.
The show's simple premise,
Flo
Gardner and Charlie Perkins attempting to catch the villain Sir Hubert
Askerton, provided a source of endless speculation for my friends and
me. Norm Peterson, Bert Johnson,
Jim Haley and other crystal set devotees would get together after broadcasts to compare reception quality
~3.nd
speculate on the fate of the
show's characters.
As we learned more about the crystal sets, we made modifications to enhance reception
quality. Chapin
Plummer, my next door neighbor, and
I turned them into a house-to-house
intercom. Chapin's bedroom window
faced mine, and we found that by our
stringing wires between my crystal set
and his headphones, he not only could
listen to my radio but also could communicate back and forth if I set the
dial between stations. I fondly recall
many nights when I'd hear his mother
call up to his bedroom, "Chapin, have
you put those earphones down like I
told you. Now get to sleep, you've got
school in the morning."
There was a time that the crystal
set took a more central role in our family. In 1928 Herbert Hoover was running on the Republican ticket against
AI Smith, and our family radio began
to malfunction just before the convention. I found that my crystal set did a
great job of picking up the broadcast
station and brought it into our living
~/oom.
The only problem was that there
were four of us, my dad, two sisters
and myself, who hoped to listen -- and
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only one set of earphones. I was able
to round up three more pairs and "pig
tail" them together so that by lying
around the set like spokes on a wheel,
we were all able to listen to proceedings and didn't miss a word.
The bond created with my childhood friends as we fiddled and compared notes about our crystal sets has
lasted a lifetime. The pleasure of assembling a crystal set was shown to
be timeless when Norm Peterson sent
one to me so that I could relive the
pleasure with my grandson Alex seventy years after I assembled my own
back in Batavia. The only problem was
that, memory being what it is, I swear
the old crystal sets worked better
when I was a kid!
Unlike today where most radio is listened to in cars, it was a shared experience in the twenties and thirties.
Radio was a big part of our lives, and
as you'd stroll on warm summer evenings you could listen to the same station emanating from each house on
the block and not miss a word.
Radio was a time for family and
friends.
Henning
and Blanche
Johnson lived next door, and one
evening as my dad and I pulled night
crawlers from the ground, they asked
if we wanted to listen to the championship fight between Max Schmeling
and Jack Sharkey. It was 1932, I was
then twelve, and it was the first fight I
ever heard on a radio broadcast.
Though Sharkey won, the announcer
painted a clear picture that it came at
a mighty price. Sharkey was a bloody
mess.
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Boxing matches were a staple of radio in the thirties, and a favorite show
of mine was ''The Life of James J.
Braddock," the heavyweight champion in 1935. I'd rush home from
school to listen to him tell his life story
in 15 minute episodes. I remember the
jingle of Tasty Yeast, the program's
sponsor: "Eating yeast this handy,
dandy, candy way."
Braddock's program was followed
by episodes of "Jack Armstrong, the
All American Boy." This program was
sponsored by Wheaties, whose slogan was, "Won't you try Wheaties, the
best breakfast food in the land." The
fact that almost everyone who listened
to these programs seventy years ago
can still remember the jingle is testament to the effectiveness of advertising.
Batavians were well acquainted
with Campana's Italian Balm, as well.
The radio show it sponsored was
called "First Nighter, the Little Theater
off Times Square." It originated in Chicago in 1929 with Don Ameche and
June Meredith as the leading actors.
The Ward family lived across the
street from us, and Mrs. Florence
Ward's typewriter could be heard day
after day through the open window on
their second floor as she created another script for the First Nighter program.
We now have all the new means of
communication -- the computer, television, wireless phones, fax machines
--competing with radio, but radio still
has an important place in our lives
after eighty years of broadcasting.
Page 7

Store Held Holiday
We have previously included stories
that Sheila Stroup, BHS Class of 1961
and a regular columnist for the New
Orleans Times Picayune, has written
for that paper about her early life in
Batavia. With her permission and that
of the newspaper,we are includingthis
timely story about the Fourth of July
that was first published in 1991.
For my family the Fourth of July always started early. We opened the store
at 8 o'clock, when the sun hung low in
the summer sky and most of the children were still in bed.
Boxes of hamburger and hot dog
buns sat outside the front door waiting
for us. Delivered a few minutes earlier.
they were so fresh the insides of their
cellophane wrappers were clouded by
vapor, and the sweet doughy smell of
them filled the morning air.
My father owned a grocery store, and
the Fourth of July was our Biggest Day
of the Year. He said it in capital letters.
While everyone else was lighting charcoal or playing baseball in dusty lots or
packing picnic baskets with chicken and
potato salad, my brother and sister and
I took turns making change in the concrete-block building that was my father's
world.
Dad spent the whole day there. When
my mother brought him a sandwich in
the afternoon, he'd slip off to the back
room for a few minutes to read about
the Chicago Cubs in the Sun- Times. But
soon he'd be walking the aisles again,
talking to the customers and getting icecold watermelons out of the walk-in refrigerator in the back.
I started working in the store when I
was 10 and quit when I left home for
good. The place looms in my memory,
omnipresent, bigger than life. I can still
picture where everything was -- canned
butter beans on the bottom shelf of the
first aisle, Copenhagen snuff behind the
counter and little silver squares of yeast
in the dairy case.
I can still hear the clattery sound of
grocery carts going down the wooden
floor while Jack Brickhouse did the playby-play of a Cubs game in the background.
Dad's father died young, leaving him
to be the man of the family when he was
barely a teen-ager. His mother had
come from Ireland to be a seamstress
when she was 16, and people in the
small town he grew up in called him and
his sisters "shanty Irish." That bothered
him but it never held him back.
All my father ever wanted to be was
Page 8
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Sheila Tierney Stroup

a grocer. When he went in the service
during World War II, he asked to be put
in supplies, but the Navy made him a
radio man. When he got out, he sold
crackers, then tea. Finally, one St.
Patrick's Day, he sank everything -money, time, energy, dreams -- into
Tierney's Hi-Way Food Mart.
Dad had one enduring prejudice. He
hated chain stores. They undersold him,
but didn't offer charge accounts, free
delivery or a sympathetic ear like he did.
For us, going to a chain store was more
sinful than hanging out with Lutherans
on Sunday. I saw my Uncle John come
out of the local A&P carrying a brown
paper sack once. I never mentioned it.
The chains closed on holidays, so we
got everybody's business on the Fourth.
Dad reveled in the endless stream of
customers - knobby-kneed men in Bermuda shorts who came from the subdi-

Photograph
Continued

walked across the Avenue to the area
where the carnivals were held every
summer. That was the magic spot
where the street dance would unfold.
I had waited years to be old enough
to attend this mystical event. A folding table held the record player and
numerous 45 records. An extension
cord came from Johnson Funeral
Home that brought the electricity to
the music. The excitement I felt probably could have produced the current
if only they plugged into me. Next to
the table were metal tubs filled with
ice and coca cola bottles. They were
slightly green and for a dime we could
purchase one of these elixirs.
Meeting many of my friends as they
arrived, grouping into the usual circles
of boys and girls divided only by ages,
squeals could be heard from the girls'
side as the music would change from
one idol to another. People danced -jitterbug was the dance of choice -but the box step was the dance done
to the ballads. The dance was taught
in eighth grade dance class. Everyone attended dance class, so we all
had proper instructions. Then it happened; Les Bex came across the
street and asked me to dance. I had
that magical feeling flow through me,
leaving me waiting to exhale. Comwww.bataviahistoricalsociety.org

vision across the highway and perfectly
tanned
cars. women who drove up in fanc~-~
We'd close up at 6 and hurry home to
light a few boxes of sparklers. Then,
when it was almost dark, we'd walk to
the football field where the whole town
gathered
for the volunteer
fire
department's "Annual Spectacular Fireworks Display."
For two hours we sat in the grass,
breathing in the punk-laced air, listening to the hiss of Roman candles, and
going "Ohhhhh" each time a batch of
skyrockets lit up the summer night.
The finale was always the same -- a
breath-taking American flag spanned
the end zone and exploded in a flurry of
red and white stripes and stars that were
pinwheels of light against iridescent
blue,
It wasn't a bad way to spend the
Fourth.

of a Su~~er
from p.

5

posing myself I took his hand and off
we walked together, to the middle of
the street. Then he put his arms(
around me, not the way we were~
taught in dance class, but how a
young man puts his arms around a
pretty young woman. The music
started, yes, it was Elvis singing,
"Love me Tender". My feet danced
and my heart pumped at an extremely
fast beat, but my mind did make this
event a permanent snap shot that I
keep in my "forever" photo album. I
can't remember anything else that
night, after that moment. That was
forty-five years ago and much has
changed across the world, but as a
romantic, I hope that this snapshot
can be repeated every summer for
girls all over the world, as this moment
was and still remains one of the defining moments of my emerging from
my cocoon.
Batavia, the town where I grew up
has changed and the high school I attended was torn down two years ago,
but the memories are there forever. I
don't want to return to that time as now
I probably could see all the flaws about
that
going
to leave
that spe-{
cial night.
night I'm
alone
and
just enjoy
m~
memories.
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The following story given to us by
BertJohnson was included in a booklet prepared at the time of the BHS
Class of 1936's 50th Reunion in
1986.
I sometimes sink into a recliner soft
sofa, down, down, and close my eyes
to dream of longed-for yesterdays. Once
more, I dream of a young man, a teen,
almost grown, swimming up through the
cool, green crystal clear water of our old
home town Quarry. Bubbles rise ahead
of me to disappear into the shimmering
surface. I swim slowly upward, reluctant
to enter the real world above.
I finally break the surface and look
around at the shore as it was a half century or more ago. Saw the flowering
water plants along the edge, sheltering
and hiding God's small creatures as
they busily served the purpose for which
they existed. Diminutive turtles peeked
above the surface to look for food or
danger. Tiny water snakes undulated effortlessly like small Loch Ness monsters, heading from one shore to the
other.
Over at the shallow end of the quarry
"mall children jumped and splashed for
~he
joy of being in the water and their
excitement in life. Midway was the little
toboggan that when ridden properly
would often reach the shore on the other
side. It wasn't often used -- it cost a
quarter an hour to rent.
Next to the toboggan a bridge floating on barrels crossed the quarry from
one side to the other. Life guards sat on
the boards in the center where they
could see the water and monitor and
discipline errant children and teens. At
the east end of the bridge and next to it
was the moss covered, timber built diving tower from which one could endlessly jump or dive. A cannon ball from
the top was just great. On the tower a
game of tag, although forbidden, was
an exciting pastime.
But best of all was the quarry raft,
floating on barrels anchored in the center of the deep end. Old time girl friends
and boy friends gathered there like
young seals to sun themselves and casually talk about life, and the future.
Plans were made there, but mostly
drowsy dreaming was done. What we
were, what we wanted to be, what we
would do today, tomorrow, and in the
~Jistant
future. Somehow, and miraculously, we developed our own identities.
We came to know ourselves, develop
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York McCormick

Batavia Swimming Pool

our sense of values, and gain the courage to dive off the high board into the
unknown.
I would visit once again the old
Quarry. Follow the dirt lane that dropped
down swiftly to the water, then wound
around up to the street again, but I am

reluctant. Much has changed in life, and
I suspect that much has changed at the
old swimming hole. Perhaps if I were to
see the new, I might not be able to remember and dream about and love the
old.

-

We're Continuing to Grow -- 5~2Meml)er~!

New Members and Other Matters
Our treasurer, Alma Karas, advises us that we now have 539 members -- a far cry
from the situation some years back when we had to scrounge to meet the minimum
number to qualify for not-for-profit mailing privileges. But we still have room for more!
Since the last issue, the following persons (Batavians unless otherwise noted),
some of whom were already annual members, have become life members: Twyla M.
(Fry) Bacci, NV, a gift from Frank Bacci; Terry Bond, NC; Bridget Ann Gleeson and M.
Terry Goldman; Robert and Betty Mabbs; Kaliope Russ; and Daniel and Colleen
Shanahan. Other new members are Archie Bentz, WI, a gift from Rick and Sandy
Eckblade; Tami DiPietro, AZ, a gift from Cliff and Helen Anderson; Jim and Carol
Hansen, Winnetka; Robert C. Johnson, CA, a gift from Barbara Conde Hopkins; Shirley
Johnston; Karl and Violet Kraft; George and Frances McGhie, a gift from Bert and
Ruth Johnson; Angela Minella, FL, a gift from Gail Minella; Sharon Reader, Maple
Park; Robert E. and Ruth Ellen Russell;and Pat Sherwood, FL, a gift from brother Bill
Byrnes. We welcome these new members and look forward to their participation in
the affairs of the society.
We regret to report the death of long-time members Douglas Comstock and Shirley
Hoover and of Lillian Horton, a friend of the Society.
We have received gifts in memory of Lillian Horton from Mrs. Karen Bohr; John and
Neale Faust; Robert and Lois French; Dave and Betty Jessee and family; Gwenivere
A. Killian; Elliott and Norma Lundberg; Cynthia and Craig Neader; Kenneth and Lorraine
Peddy; Patricia L. Pittman; and Mr. and Mrs. W. Bradley Rachielles, Mr. and Mrs.
Paul W. Rachielles and Mrs. Doris A. Rachielles. In addition, the Miller families, Jerry
and Karen, Don and Linda, Rich and Carol, and Jim and Jane, gave a contribution in
memory of Phyllis Taubert Olson. Miscella Real Estate made a donation of $150 in
thanks for Marilyn Robinson's and Jeff Schielke's presentations on the history of the
Joel McKee house, which is being sold; and Ted Clauser, Jr. again directed a gift of
$500 from the Hansen-Furnas Foundation for use in educating children about Batavia's
wonderful history. We appreciate the generosity of these donors and assure them
that their gifts will be put to excellent use.

www.bataviahistoricalsociety.org
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The following story appeared in
The Batavia Herald, May 1949, under the heading "Batavia Banter by
the 'old paragrapher.'''
The death of Thomas E. Kelleher
recalled a period in Batavia's history
when baseball reigned supreme in
local sports and Batavia boasted
teams that played and beat the best
in northern Illinois. Football had not
arrived as a popular sport, basketball
was played only in the larger cities
where gymnasiums were available.
Baseball was THE sport and every
town had a team that was given feverish support by its citizens.
"Tom" Kelleher was a star in those

History of the
Shumway Foundry
Presented at June 22
General Meeting
A large turnout at the June 24 general meeting heard Paul Shumway
describe the history of foundries in
America and, more specifically, the
C.w. Shumway & Sons Foundry that
closed recently after 130 years of operation in Batavia.
Originally
a tinsmith,
Charles
Shumway, Paul's great-grandfather,
joined with A. N. Merrill to form Merrill
and Shumway, which made iron castings needed in the rebuilding of Chicago after the 1871 fire, With changes
in ownership over the years, the
foundry operated under the other
names of Osgood and Shumway,
Shumway and Bishop, and finally
C.w. Shumway & Sons.
The company
became widely
known for the quality of its specialty
castings including, as recently as a
few years ago, the Oscar that was
presented to Helen Hunt at the Academy Awards. But costly new technology and foreign competition eventually forced the company to close down
operations. From 25 employees thirty
years ago, the work force had
dwindled to five by the time that the
Shumway family decided that it could
no longer justify continuing the business.
Paul brought a number of artifacts
and papers related to the foundry,
which members had a chance to examine before and after the meeting.

Page 10
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early days of this century, in the days
when he, the late Frank Hopkins,
Michael Sullivan and former Mayor
Thomas were players on a team that
hired the best to be found in the entire area. "Tom" was a star and the
idol of all Batavia youngsters.
Batavia home games were played
on the "flats," located about a mile
south of Batavia along the Chicago,
Aurora & Elgin tracks. Here permanent bleachers and a covered grandstand provided seats for several thousand fans. The field was almost directly across the river from the present
Batavia Quarry swimming pool; the
the west bank of the river was lined
on Sunday afternoons with fans who
saved both the admission price and
the long walk across the bridge to the
field.
Kelleher played left field on the
team. A long ball to left field occasionally dropped into the river for a home

.~

catch a ball that was destined for fOw,...)
bases. His fielding was about perfect,
and had he chosen to make baseball
a career, he was easily big league material.
"Tom" Kelleher's death removes another link in our connection with an interesting and thrilling past. It also removes from our midst a genial, lovable
and public spirited citizen, one of our
finest Batavians. He will be remembered as long as baseball lore is
handed from one generation to the next
as one of our great baseball players.
Ed. note: Kelleher's obituary, which
Marilyn Robinson gave us along
with the story, tells us that he was
born April 12, 1885. He was superintendent of the D.R. Sperry Co.
plant in North Aurora for 30 years
prior to his death.
,-

..

W~flT~N~W'

run, and it was not unusual for
Kelleher to wade out into the river to

"'.

,

~T'T~t 'mu~~Um?'
",

Carla Hill, Director

May was a busy month at the m~seum. We had over 500 Batavia school
children visit the museum as part of the
third grade Batavia history unit. Chris
Winter has once again put together a
wonderful exhibit based on the doctors
and dentists who have practiced in
Batavia over the years. We even have
Doctor Simon's medical bag on display.
If you have time, you should stop in and
see this very interesting display.
The museum has an intern this summer. Julia Spalding, who is attending
college in Colorado, is working on indexing our collections and is also helping to develop a "Museum in a Box" program that we will offer to Batavia
schools.
We will once again be sponsoring a
baseball game between the Batavia
Police Department and the West Chicago Police Department at Cougar Stadium. This event will take place on Sunday, July 20, starting at 12:30 p.m. All
donations at the gate will benefit the
museums. We are also sponsoring an
Arts and Crafts show and a Flea Market for Windmill City Fest.
We will be making several improvements at the museum over the summer.
The Gazebo will receive some repairs
and a fresh coat of paint, and a railing

www.bataviahistoricalsociety.org
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will be installed on the North side of th~....J
Gustafson Research Center roof; and
the planters will finally be planted.
We are continuing work on the railroad exhibit. The large format photograph has been installed and looks
great, and the new "Station Master"
mannequin has arrived! We owe a special thank you to Bea Hodson for a second donation for the purchase of the
mannequin. With herdonations the cost
of the mannequin has been covered
completely. For those of you who do not
know Bea, her husband Chuck was the
last live Station Master for our building.
Our depot will celebrate it's 150th
Birthday in 2004. Chris and I will be
working on a Birthday Celebration that
will take place next summer. We are
also planning to dedicate the new railroad display at the same time.
Our volunteers are being honored
with a trip to Princeton on June 26. Our
volunteers are very important to the operation of the museum.
We are always looking for new volunteers at the museum, especially for
Mondays at the Gustafson Research
Center. If you are interested in volur
teering give us a call at 406-527 4 ~,.....;
you'll do yourselves, as well as us, a
favor.

The Batavian Historian"

L. R. Johnson & Son
was the only one who used to bother
me. I'd move a machine, and O.T.
~\IO~ld
see me and give me a tic~et,
'eWhlch
my dad would take to the JUstice of the peace, Bill Spencer, and
pay. One time I was moving machines
down at the gravel pit that we owned,
and O.T. saw me. He got so mad because my dad kept paying my fines
that he took the keys out of the truck
and I had to walk all the way back to
my dad's house."
Interestingly, as Veta remembered,
Lenny had one outside interest -horses. He had been training to be a
veterinarian, but just before he finished, the law was changed to require
a four year college degree. Still,
though, he had an interest in horses.
At one time, she recalled, Lenny had
several horses. "In fact," Butch joined
in, "we still have things that show that
my dad had a horse that raced on the
ice in Wisconsin.
The horse had
spikes on the shoes, and he held the
record for many years for the half mile
race.

1...,/'
~

The Cost of a
Sears House

221 Whipple

When someone showed longtime
Batavian Jo Simone the issue of the
Historian that included the story on
Sears houses, she dug into family
papers to find the cost of the house at
221 Whipple that her father, Eugene
Giacomarra, built in 1939.
The letter from the mortgagor, Bell
Savings, Building and Loan Association, shows the principal amount of the
mortgage as $2,100, repaying the
prior lien to Sears Roebuck of $1 ,993.
At its conclusion, the letter informed
Jo's father that his monthly payment
for the fifteen year loan amounted to
$21.53. Wouldn't people love to have
,'3. mortgage payment like that today?
~aut
of course they probably wouldn't
care to live on 1939 wages -- the other
side of the coin.
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Continued from p. 2

"He used to keep his horses down
at the end of Prairie Street in buildings that used to be the the Standard
Dairy. Skirmont used to own those
buildings. At one time he had two race
horses -- sulky horses. And then he
had another couple of riding horses,
as well as a quarter horse. He used
to keep a couple of ponies in a shed
behind the house on East Wilson
Street, along with chickens and rabbits that the neighbors
always
squawked about. He had to keep
locks on the doors of the cages -- he
said that he didn't mind raising them
but didn't like somebody else taking
them."
Asked how it was working for his
father, Butch said, "I think my son and
I have a better working relationship
than my father and I had. My father
thought that you had to work from
sunup to sundown seven days a
week. I got out of working seven days
a week by not coming home on Saturday night. When Veta and I got married, we were still working seven days
a week.
"I was not actually a part of the company, I was salaried. Although I was
the only son, I was never a legal partner until my father got sick. Then he
realized he should be doing something different. I had two sisters. Under his will, I became the owner of
52% of the business, but it took two
years to settle my dad's estate. Things
were pretty tough at that time, but we
got it all worked out.
"The first two years of the 1980s
were tough. Business was slow, and
you couldn't borrow any money because of the interest rates -- interest
payments would have been higher
than the profits. So we went quite a

while without buying any equipment.
But overall business has been pretty
good since I took over."
Butch said that they have done
quite a bit of demolition work over the
years. "We took down the Brown
house north of the Congregational
Church -- a large old house. We took
down the the old Seymour Wolcott
house on the Avenue between Union
and Walnut streets. We tore down the
Four Kings Restaurant building located where Bank One is now on the
Avenue and the 7-11 building next
door on the corner of the Avenue and
Main Street.
"I sold the garbage business to
Acorn Disposal Company in 1985,
which sold it to Waste Management
five years later. There are very few
small disposal companies left. At the
time we had it, it was a good cash flow
business, but the big companies were
moving in, putting too much pressure
on the small operators. I had a fellow
named Gene Jones working for me -he had worked for the disposal company for thirty years. When we were
selling that business, I told him that
he could still work for us, which he did
until his death four or five years ago.
"The business now is all excavation
and demolitions. I do all the figuring
of jobs, but I never go out on them
anymore. My son is out on the job; he
runs the jobs and arranges the work
for the five employees we now have.
We only have two trucks now besides
those we use for moving equipment.
We hire more trucks when we need
them.
"It has been a good business over
the years," Butch concluded. "None
of the family ever got rich, but we all
made a decent living."

Ruth Burnham - Veteran, Wife, Mother and Volunteer
Continued from p. 4

think we were gone three weeks. It was a wonderful trip, with no business attached to it. This was pure pleasure, more Scotland than anything else. We met
the Hamiltons, who had been there before we arrived. Only two days after our
return, Joe unexpectedly died.
His sudden death at age 57 shattered a storybook life, but his legacy will stretch
through generations. A true "people person" with a slight southern twang, he
shared his truisms with all who crossed his paths. A glimpse of his granite stone
in West Side Cemetery reveals a quote which he often showered on a friendly
tradesman as he completed a lengthy repair at our old house: "Remember, you're
just here for the experience." With a shared chuckle it was understood that regardless, the bill would soon be in the mail!
A nurturing community, Batavia has provided a comforting environment for the
Burnham family, past and present -- and we are grateful.

www.bataviahistoricalsociety.org
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c. W. Shumway & Sons Foundry
A Part of Batavia for 130 Years
When John Shumway, Sr., was president of the Chicago Foundrymen's Association
in 1956, there were 56 iron foundries in the Chicago area. Now there are only two. In
Batavia, there were once five iron foundries: C. w.. Shumway & Sons, Lindgren, and the
fout:1dries that were part of the Appleton, Challenge, and U. S. windmill companies. Now
there are none. In neighboring communities, there were the D. R. Sperry Foundry in
i\Jorth Aurora (which had Batavia roots), the Diversey foundry in Geneva, and the Love
Brothers foundry in Aurora.
These foundries were an important source of employment in Batavia. According to
John Shumway, at one time Batavia Local #209 of the molders' union had over 600
members. Because of declining numbers, it has since merged with the glassworkers'
union.
Material for this story came primarily from an interview of John Shumway. Sr., by
Elliott Lundberg and Bill Hall on July 15, 2003, and the chapter "Shumway Foundry" in
Batavia Revisited by Thomas A. Mair.

Osgood & Shumway late 1867.

After 130 years of operation by the
Shumway family, the C. W. Shumway
& Sons Foundry closed for business
on December 22, 2002.
According to Tom Mair in Batavia
Revisited, "Charles W. Shumway,
known as 'C. W.' by most Batavians,
was born September
9, 1827, in
Granville, New York. He came to
Batavia in 1849, having already
learned
a trade as a tinner in
Plattsburgh, New York. At the age of
22 years in 1849 he opened a hardware store and tin shop. It was the first
to be operated in Batavia and it is
believed it was located [on the southeast corner of First Street and Batavia
Avenue, which is where the Deluxe
Cleaners is now]. He ran this business
for twenty-three years.
"In 1872 at the age of 45, C. W. and
Allen M. Merrill obtained a deed from
Levi Newton and Don Carlos Newton,
conveying to them about one and onehalf acres of land at the location [occupied until recently] by the foundry
on Shumway Avenue, formerly South
Island Avenue ...
"[The foundry they built there]," Mair
continued, "made use of the water
running through the race by means of
a water wheel that turned, through a
series of gears, the line shafts in the
shop. The line shafts in turn powered
the equipment in the plant. One of
those shafts turned a blower fan to
force feed oxygen to the fires in the
Continued on p. 2

c. W. Shumway & Sons Foundry
cupola to raise the temperatures to a
heat that melted iron and steel scrap.
The shafts also turned the tumbling
barrels and the grinding wheels, each
used for finishing the molded castings.
Although the power source was somewhat erratic, depending on the water
level in the river which fed the race,
this water power was used until about
1956 when the pond was finally filled
and slowed down the race!'
John Shumway, Sr., C. w.'s grandson and a partner of the foundry until
1990, doesn't think that his grandfather knew anything about the foundry
business
-- Merrill
was
the
foundryman, and C. w.. probably had
some money. But C. W. was apparently
a fast learner. In 1875 he bought out
Merrill and brought in another partner,
Charles Osgood. This partnership
continued until Osgood's death in
1887. In 1888, the firm became known
as Shumway and Bishop, but virtually
nothing is known about Bishop.
Bishop apparently did not remain long
because the foundry soon became
entirely family owned and took the
_name_C.j'V. Shumw~y & Sons, the
name by which it was known throughout the rest of its existence.
While the changes in name and
ownership were going on, the foundry
prospered. After Bishop's departure,
C. w.'s older son Horatio, born in 1865,
came to the foundry. where he worked
until his death in 1945. Prior to joining
the foundry, Ray, as he was known,
had worked as a draftsman at the U.
S. Wind Engine & Pump Company.
Ray, incidentally will be remembered
by older Batavians as the father of
Batavia's
well
known
Eunice
Shumway, first president
of the
Batavia Historical Society.

The Batavia Historian, recipient of the Illinois State Historical Society's 1997
Award for Superior Achievement, is published quarterly by the Batavia Historical
Society. The editor, Bill Hall, will welcome
any suggestions or material -- 630-8792033.
The Depot Museum, a cooperative effort
of the Society and the Batavia Park District, is open from 2 to 4 p.m., Monday,
Wednesday, Friday, Saturday, and Sunday from March through November. The
director, Carla Hill, can be reached at
630-406-5274.
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C. w.'s younger son, Robert, born
than firing up and making them, the"
'\
in 1878, began work in the foundry at
would run the patterns over to the L~
age 17. He became ill, however, and
S. foundry and have them make them.
moved to Colorado where he raised
"There was a lot of help. Batavia was
full of Swedes, Germans and Irish, and
five children: Ruth Ness, Mary Anderson, Charles, John, and David. In
they loved foundry work. At one time
1938 he returned, together with his
we had five John Johnsons, and they
all had nicknames -- Chicken John and
family, to help his uncle Ray in the
foundry. Eventually all the family beBig John. If you said John Johnson,
came involved in the business.
we wondered who you were talking
In the early days, the shop made
about. There were a lot of Milroys
sad irons for ironing clothing and
working at the foundry over the years.
horse ties, which were round pieces
Bernie Milroy, three or four years older
of iron with a ring in them for tying
than I am, just died. John Milroy's son
horses. The U. S. Cavalry was a cuswas recently named headmaster at
tomer for these ties. The Shumways
Marmion Academy.
still have the pattern for these. John
"Most of our jobs were piece work.
picked up on the story: "They also
My son Paul has a time book showing
made architectural iron work,
and we still have
patterns for the
second Palmer
House built after
the Chicago fire.
They made tunnels that ran in
the street with
cables
for the
cable cars mCfiT=cago. Later they
made
laundry
stoves, and my
dad told me that
at one time they
made thousands
of school desks.
They made them
..
,
and painted them Shumway Found.ry. Even a magnlfymg glass doesn t reveal
and
shipped
date, but Petty Girl calendar suggests 1940s.
them out by railway car.
how much they'd get for making cer"One of the big things they made
tain castings. Some of the pictures I've
was furnaces. They made what they
seen show that they had about 30
called an Enterprise Furnace.Thelast
employees. While I was there, they had
person who had one of those furabout 21.
naces in her house was Erma Jeffery.
"When I was a junior in high school,
I used to go over there and put new
I went to my uncle Ray and said I
grates in. I was 13 when I came back
would like to work at Shumway's. They
from Colorado, and they were makhad just set the minimum wage at 45
ing the Enterprise Furnace then. Then
cents an hour, and my uncle said they
gas became available
and that
couldn't afford me. So I went to the
wrought havoc with the burning of
Challenge. They had a lot of war orcoal.
ders, and they gave me a job riveting
"They weren't having a very good
windmill blades for Herb Seeley and
time during the Depression," John
Bob Stuttle, the school principal. He
continued. "I understand the men
was working up there along with Gene
would come to work in the morning,
Seymour, the photographer. Chari(="and if there was work they would
Hoag asked me what I was doing L~
work, but if there wasn't they would
at the Challenge.
go fishing. Sometimes they would get
Continued on p. 9
an order for some castings, but rather
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Batauia's Rodney H. Brandon
find the founding of mooseheart

I
~

Rodney H. Brandon was one of
Batavia's most distinguished citizens:
a key organizer of Mooseheart and
Moosehaven and later Director of Public Welfare of the State of Illinois. Mark
Allen, son of Batavia's Nancy Brandon
Allen and grandson of Rodney Brandon, made available the information
on which this story is based. Most of it
comes from issues of Moose, the
magazine of Moose International.

The May/June/July 2003 issue of
Moose honored James J. Davis as the
founder of Mooseheart for, it said, he
conceived the Child City concept, It
went on to say, however, that it was
Rodney Brandon "who built the place,
guiding the campus' planning, construction, staffing and program for its
first three years."
In 1968, the same magazine's
obituary of Rodney Brandon recognized his key role, hailing him as the
co-founder of Mooseheart. From all
that we have read, it seems that the
1968 characterization was more acurate, since Mooseheart would never
<.-nave been conceived without the vision of Davis or brought to fruition
without the managerial skills of Brandon. They made an ideal team -- but it
is Brandon who is the focus of this
story.
Rodney Brandon was born in a log
cabin in Monroe County, Indiana, on
September 21, 1881. After attending
Indiana University for three years, he
became a clerk and auditor for the
American Telephone and Telegraph
Company in New York. In 1903 he
went to Anderson, Indiana, where he
was reporter, city editor, and makeup man for the Herald.
While there, he became
acquainted with Davis, and in 1907 he
resigned from the Herald to join Davis
in the development of the Loyal Order of Moose, which at that time was
hardly more than a struggling handful
of discouraged fraternalists. The next
few years saw phenomenal growth. As
told in the May/June/July
issue of
Moose, "Davis' success in six years
Qf recruiting deputy organizers and
Jelessly
crisscrossing
~-was
astounding:
from
Moose members in fall
400,000 by the end of

_L

•U~:f.1~

the continent
less
than 250
1906 to nearly
1912:'

By 1911, Davis and Brandon decided that the time had come to make
good on Davis' idea of a Moose Institute. Throughout 1911 and 1912, a
board of trustees appointed by the
fraternity's Supreme Council considered and visited several Midwest communities to hear proposals on a site.
A natural favorite was Anderson, Indiana, but the trustees finally decided
on a site west of the Fox River between Aurora and Batavia, consisting
of two parcels totaling 1,023 acres.
The purchases were concluded in
early 1913, and a joint meeting of the
trustees and Supreme Council approved the name "Mooseheart" for the
institute.
The Vice President of the United
States, Thomas Marshall, spoke at the
July 27, 1913 dedication. It had not
been easy to get him to come. When
approached to participate, he said,
"When I was Governor of Indiana I
was forced in the course of duty to
visit a number of orphanages.
I
thought they were terrible places, and
I won't help you lay the cornerstone
for another one:' But he finally yielded
to persuasion -- and possibly some
political arm twisting.
Brandon, confirmed immediately after the dedication as the first superintendent, a post he was already filling
de facto, had taken up residence with
his wife Harriette in one of the two
existing frame houses near the east
front of the property. He had brought
with him Dr. J. A. Rondthaler, a 69year-old Presbyterian minister who
had helped him organize the Junior
Order of Moose in 1913. Rondthaler
would become the first dean of students; together he and Brandon took
charge of the building program, the
development of a curriculum, the recruiting of faculty, and the intake of
boys who would
be the first
Mooseheart students.
By its fifth anniversary in 1918,
Mooseheart had 500 students and 78
buildings. Invited back to address the
fraternity's 30th International Convention, Vice President Marshall recalled
his earlier misgivings, "Let me tell you
that when I spoke, there was a reservation in my mind ... I felt that, like
many of the good ideas and good
devices of humankind, it was only a

Rodney H. Brandon

circus performance and when the tent
went down, the show would soon be
over.
"Thank God that today," Marshall
continued, "I can stand before you and
say that ... the age of miracles has not
passed. All that I hoped for, longed for,
and prayed for on that interesting occasion five years ago has come to
pass at Mooseheart. Thank God for
miracles."
Busy
as Brandon
was with
Mooseheart, he had time for other
activities, and to carry them out he
gradually turned over day-to-day responsibilities at the Child City. A professional administrator had been appointed in 1916, although Brandon
continued involvement throughout his
life. As related in Moose magazine,
May 1968, "It was largely through the
inspiration and urging of Mr. Brandon,
as Grand Regent of the Legation of
the Moose, with the aid of the Women
of the Moose, that Moosehaven, the
"City of Contentment," for aged members of the Moose at Orange Park,
Florida, was financed and established."
In 1919, he was a delegate to illinois Constitutional Convention, where
he served as chairman of its committee on education and editor of the convention proceedings.
Because of his background in social work for twenty years, he was selected by the Federal government to
visit France and England in 1926 to
Continued

on p. 4

Trip Home Brings Flood of Memories

Sheila Tierney Stroup
We have been privileged in recent
years to be able to reprint reminiscences of yesteryear in Batavia that
Sheila Tierney Stroup, BHS Class of
'61, has included in her column in the
New Orleans Times Picayune. The
column reprinted in this issue, with her
permission and that of the Times Picayune, appeared in that newspaper on
August 19, 2003, following a visit to
Batavia. We are sure that long-time
Batavians will find it particularly evocative of a time in their lives.

You can go home again, at least for
a little while. I went back to Illinois last
week to see people I once spent
sunny August days with and to
breathe in the sweet, grassy smells
of a Midwest summer.
My friend Barb invited me to stay
with her and her husband and have a
minireunion with our classmates who
still live in the area and our friend Bob,
who came home from Oregon to visit
his father.
For three days, we talked and
laughed and poked around in the
nooks and crannies of our childhood.
The Batavia of our youth was a place
where nothing much seemed to hap-

.Easy Way·to Pay 2004'Dues
Many members customarily pay
their next year's dues at the December potluck dinner. And that is still all
right. So that you will not have to
stand in line and miss visiting with
your friends, however, we are enclosing a self-addressed envelope so that
you can send your dues in now.
There is, of course, a selfish reason for this offer, which we are sure
you will recognize. Prompt payment
of dues will ease the follow-up work
of the membership chairman and will
save your society the expense of
mailing out follow-up reminders. We
are sure that Alma Karas will welcome your cooperation.
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pen. Excitement for us was following
the mosquito spray truck on our bicycles when it fogged McKee Street,
which might explain why our memories are hazy now.
Whenever somebody began a sentence with, "Do you remember when
we ... ," each of us recalled the event
differently.

were talking about those days at the
Quarry, "Batavia really was a gOO('-place to grow up."
\~

'A good place to grow up'
On Thursday, Barb invited Sam
Rotolo, one of our favorite teachers,
to have lunch with us. I would have
known him anywhere, although his
hair is white now, and he seemed
smaller than he was when he taught
science.
When we mentioned someone on
the faculty, he'd have a funny story to
tell, like the one about our absentminded English teacher, Mrs. Ruckel.
"One day she came to school with her
nightgown hanging down under her
dress," he said.
In the summer, Mr. Rotolo taught
swimming lessons, and we took them
no matter how cold the weather was.
I remember mornings when our lips

Summer tinted memories
As soon as we were old enough to
ride bikes, summer meant long days
of freedom. We could follow the fire
truck when it sped by us with its siren
going. We could pedal to the Quarry
or the library or all the way to Sugar
Grove where we went horseback
riding.
Or we could just ride over to
somebody's house and sit around with
our friends, waiting for something to
happen.
"Remember those days that used
to go on forever?" we asked each
other. "Why does it seem like they
passed so fast?"
Barb, Bob and I walked around the
neighborhood where we used to live,
and Barb took a picture of Bob and
me sitting on the front steps of myoid
house, the way we did when we were
8.
Then I showed them where my dad
buried--eur-firsHjog,-Eepper,a~tem-

turned.blue
chattered.
Learning to and
swimour
wasteeth
important
because once we could swim two laps,
we were allowed to go in the deep end
of the huge swimming hole where we
whiled away our afternoons.
"You know," Barb said when we

peramentalli!!!ewhen
terrier
I loved
"Remember
Pepper
bitdearr
me'I~'
Barb asked. But, of course, I didn't.
Like the adventures we reminisced
about, Pepper seemed more perfect
than he really was, cast in the golden
glow of a long-lost summer.

Batauia's Rodney". Brandon
study methods there of caring for dependent children and aged persons.
Two years later he was named American delegate to the Pan-American
Welfare Congress meeting in Havana.
The eminent lawyer Clarence Darrow
regarded Brandon's analysis of the
causes of crime in the United States
as the most common-sense plan he .
had seen for correcting criminality in
youth.
With this background, it was only
natural that newly elected Governor
Emmerson appointed Brandon Director of Public Welfare of the State of
Illinois on January 22, 1929. He held
this office for four years and then in
1941 returned at the instigation of
Governor Green.
It is interesting to note that in 1942
Brandon appointed another Batavian,
Dr. Edward Ross as superintendent
www.bataviahistoricalsociety.org
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of the state's largest mental hospital
at Manteno. Member Rodney Ross,
Dr. Ross's son born in 1943, wrote in
the January, 2001, Historian that his
"first name was dictated by the great
respect his parents had for Rodney
Brandon."
Rodney Brandon died in 1968 at
age 86. His daughter Nancy Brandon
Allen of Batavia, who was born on the
Mooseheart
campus
in 1918,
summed up her father's life in the
June/July issue of Moose: "Jim Davis
was a salesman, driven and very
ambitious. Dad, on the other hand,
was not ambitious. Dad didn't care
who got the credit for something, as
long as something of value was ac -complished ... [but] he had a brillia;....,t;
intellect, very organized, an excellent
speaker ... I think Dad quite definitely
was Davis' intellectual underpinning."
The Batavian

Historian

Peddlers and Beggars
Helen Bartelt Anderson

\L.i

We are fortunate to have another of
Helen Anderson's reminiscences
of
earlier days in Batavia and the surrounding area. This story will bring back
memories of a different way of life for
all readers, whether or not they lived
then in Batavia.

The driveway on our farm ran the
length of Mama's garden on the east.
Our yard and home bordered on the
west side. By looking out the east window in the kitchen, we could see visitors before they knocked on the
kitchen door. Most of our visitors drove
down the driveway to the back door.
Exceptions were our preacher and my
aunt and uncle from Oak Park: Aunt
Peg liked to do things in a more proper
manner.
Most people stopped at the farm
during the spring and summer. Some
of the people came to buy and some
to sell. Some came to borrow, a few
to beg. Others came to steal and many
just to talk.
Our driveway was not cement nor
\.\.
~\fasitdirt
gravel.
It was
plain, of
packed,
--"ard
caused
by just
the traffic
many
years. Cattle, horses pulling wagons
and other farm equipment, along with
sun and rain, helped to build this solid
lane.
When I sometimes warned Mama
that "company's coming," she would
quickly remove her often soiled apron
and smooth her hair. With a smile on
her face, she would welcome the visitors. Often, in an aside to me, she
would whisper, "I hope they don't stay
too long."
Peddlers
Among the visitors who knocked at
our kitchen door were peddlers. Frank
Jarvis sold merchandise for Grand
Union Tea Co. He called about once a
month. He carried a large basket with
everyday items such as coffee, tea,
cake "fixins," and spices. He also sold
an assortment of toilet articles. Of
great interest to me were boxes of
fancy soap. Each box contained five
bars of different colors and scents. The

,ll
)ink
~ow

bars
smelled
the caryellike
lemon,
andlike
the roses,
white like
nations. I cannot remember the scent
of the tan one, but the fifth one had
The Batavia Historian

little flakes of oatmeal in it. Around
Thanksgiving time, Mr. Jarvis had a
few children's gifts and post cards that
people could order.
There were two other peddlers, one
from Raleigh Co. and the other from
Watkins. I think Mama bought things
like furniture polish and liniment. Papa
bought bag balm for the cows to heal
their sore udders. Bag balm also
healed Papa's and Uncle Charlie's
hands during corn husking time.
About once a year, fhe Fuller Brush
man came to call. He bragged that
Fuller brushes lasted a lifetime. He
was right. Mama bought a hairbrush
for my brother Roger. Today the eightyyear-old brush is almost like new.
Mama looked forward to the coming of another peddler. He drove a
banged-up
truck with a clanging
school bell tied to the back to announce his arrival. He was a grimy little
man and wore rubber boots and a
slouchy hat. As he drove down our
driveway, he called out in a loud voice,
"Fresh fish today." Mama always
bought fish from him because they
were fresh and good. The peddler
weighed the fish Mama selected. His
scale was small, with a rounded tray
underneath, and it hung from the tailgate of his old truck. The fish were lying loose in the truck, along with large
chunks of ice. He covered the load of
fish with a large, not too clean, canvas. Then he jumped into the truck and
drove away to the next farm with his
school bell clanging. We never knew
when he would come back.
During the Depression, times were
rough on the farm, too. Grain supplies
often ran out before a new crop was
ready. There was little money to buy
more. There were peddlers who
picked up stale bread from big Chicago bakeries. They brought the bread
to farmers who mixed the bread with
water and grain to make a mash for
pigs and chickens to stretch out their
meager supply of grain
Beggars
My parents' workday began early.
By 4 a.m. Papa was up caring for his
herd of twenty or more dairy cattle. At
6:30 he would be finished and ready
for a big breakfast. Mama had been
busy at 5:30 making a good fire in her
www.bataviahistoricalsociety.org

cook stove so that breakfast would be
ready by the time Papa finished. The
oatmeal had been soaking overnight,
and the big coffeepot was filled. She
usually served fried potatoes, bacon
or sausage, and eggs.
One long ago morning, a loud
knock was heard on the kitchen door.
It brought little Helen down the stairs
two at a time. Who could be coming
so early in the morning? A young man
was asking Mama if she could spare
a cup of coffee and a slice of bread.
Mama told him that the coffee was not
quite ready. Would he mind chopping
a little wood? If he did, Mama would
heap a pie pan with good food and a
large tin cup of coffee.
This episode took place many time
in a year, Homeless men slept in
barns or wherever they could find
shelter. After World War I, young men
had trouble finding work. Many found
jobs on the farms where they had
asked for food.
Some men asking for food were
what Papa called "professionals:' Others called them hoboes. They were not
job-hunting. They criss-crossed the
country, hopping on freight trains for
transportation.
Papa did not want
them to hang around because most
of them smoked cigarettes. Hoboes
enjoyed their way of life.
Another group of beggars and
thieves were the gypsies. Gypsies had
their own transportation and traveled
in family groups. Their colorful covered
wagons were pulled by two horses
with flashy harnesses. Even the little
children were dressed in pretty long
dresses of bright, ruffled material.
The gypsy men came to Papa and
asked where they could put up their
tent. Could they have a little hay and
oats for their horses? Papa never refused them for fear of retaliation. It had
been rumored that one farmer refused
them -- during the night, his straw
stack was burned, endangering his
farm buildings.
One of the gypsies knocked on the
kitchen door and asked Mama for
food. He said the children were very
hungry. Mama gave them a large bag
of potatoes and some apples. During
the night, Mama and Papa were awakened by Teddy's barking. They knew
Continued on p. 7
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HOW THINGS HAVE CHANGED
healthful exercise and the wonder is
Here are some items copied by John Gustafson from copies of the Elgin Advocate
in 1876, 78, and 1879. Jim Hanson has been sorting through John's papers, and
Marilyn Robinson has been organizing and indexing them so that they can be used by
researchers. These papers surfaced during Jim's and Marilyn's work.

1876
One week in January, The Newton
Wagon Company shipped 65 wagons.
During the month, the Challenge Mill
Company shipped 40 corn shellers
and grinders, and 25 shellers without
grinders. In all, over $6,000 worth of
machines.
In one week in February, Burr &
Whitney shipped 90 express wagon
bodies to Racine, Wisconsin. (In a
Batavia 1867 directory, there is a Bradley Burr, carriage manufacturer, who
had his shop on the west side of
Batavia Avenue two buildings south
of the Revere House.)
In March, all of the Batavia manufactories are running 10 hours per day.
In April, Newton Wagon Company
shipped 100 wagons to Oregon. This
was its first order for 100 or more at a
time. By October, they had received
an order for 400 wagons to be shipped
to Oregon. During the years 1876 to
1879, the newspaper contains many
reports of carloads of wagons from the
company being shipped to the West.
Also in April, a lodge of colored Masons was instituted at Batavia. It had
been named Mount Moriah Lodge.
In May, McGuire Bros., the Batavia
coopers, were turning out 1,000 barrels per month, a large portion of
which they ship to Geneva.
During June, the Batavia Paper
Manufacturing Company shipped a
roll of paper to the Chicago Tribune, 9
feet in circumference, which weighed
725 pounds. It was one continuous roll
with no break or flaw, and was over 4
1/2 miles long. In July, the company
shipped a carload of paper to Boston
and expected to contract for 1,000
tons more.
In August,
an excursion
from
Batavia to Madison, Wisconsin, for the
benefit of the free library was announced. Round trip tickets were
$2.50. Batavia had nine baseball clubs
and the season was only half over. The
paper company was paying local
farmers $8.00 per ton for rye straw
delivered to the company for use in
its paper making.
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In the fall, Prof. O. T. Snow was reengaged as principal of the East Side
School. Prof. Barry of Elgin was the
principal of the West Side School
when it opened on September 21. In
October, three young children died in
Batavia of diphtheria.
In November, the U. S. Wind Engine
and Pump Company was finishing up
a 10-foot pumping wind mill for the
King of Sweden.
1878
In January, a musical organization
composed of 50 members was formed
in Batavia. Tom Meredith was elected
president and leader of the Batavia
Cornet Band. He can furnish wind
enough for two or three bands and
have enough left to run a good-sized
mill.
There was not a vacant lot in either
of the cemeteries in Batavia.
In February, Batavia organized a
Greenback Club with D. W. Starkey as
president. And in March, the Ancient
Order of Hibernians gave a grand ball.
John VanNortwick was elected president of the Batavia Library Association in April. The association was free
to all citizens and was sustained by
volunteer subscriptions. At the last
meeting, $60 worth of books were
approved for purchase.
In June, a Grand Army Post was organized. It was reported: "Horseback
riding is becoming fashionable. It is

in. The Batavia Red Ribbon Club ha'
/
that
it is not moreoffrequently
a membership
178. The indUlged~
club wil
hold a picnic on the 4th of July:'
In August, the Batavia Band serenaded General Logan while on his
visit to Geneva, and the Batavia Post
of the GAR. was presented with a
handsome flag by the ladies of the
village.
By September, the paper company
had 1,000 tons of straw stocked up
for winter use, and the Challenge
Company have had their products
represented at about 200 fairs this
year. By December, some of the
manufacturing establishments were
working 14 hours a day.
1879
John Rogers was 75 years old in
January and fired 11 guns in honor of
the event. He is an old soldier, having
served in two or three wars, including
the Florida and Mexican Wars.
In February, the Batavia Butter Factory, which was organized in 1876,
turned out about 400 pounds of but·
ter daily. In June, it received 15,OC~
pounds of milk from area farmers
daily.
In March, the Batavia Cornet Band
re-organized and practiced every Saturday night so as to receive a blessing on Sunday.
By April, Batavia had 1,000 books
in her public library. The Superintendent of Schools gets paid $1,300 per
year.
On the 6th of May, "Batavia will vote
on the question of becoming a city.
Continued on p. 8

An Apology from the Editor
I know we're late with this issue -- and I'm sorry. Those of you in Batavia
may be thinking this is a habit -- you received the last issue about two weeks
late. But that time it was because your copies got lost in the post office. This
time it's my responsibility, and everyone suffers, not just those in Batavia.
After 40 years and three months in the same house, we moved last month.
We had always heard what a terrible experience such a move is, but little did
we know. Finding a toothbrush was a problem. For ten days I couldn't even
find everything needed to make my computer work. If it hadn't been for all the
great contributors who submitted the stories in this issue, you would still be
waiting.
Thanks for your patience -- and I promise not to move again!
Bill Hall

www.bataviahistoricalsociety.org
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On August 3, the Kane County Chronicle carried a story about the Depot Museum's
new railroad exhibit; and on August 27, it featured the portable "Museum in a Box"
created by intern Julia Spalding. With the permission of the Chronicle, we are reprinting these as inserts in this issue ..
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Batavia's Spalding
~designs por(able exhibit
Designed for students
from grades 2-6, the presentation includes a series of narratives, maps and drawings
about how the Potawatomi
tribe
lived, the clothing they
. and domg research .
.... .... history,.architecture
She wants
to be
the
wore and food they ate.
.........•
ulia
Spalding
likes
. . curator of a museum
There also are genuine.artifacts such as stone arrowor historic site.
heads, along with reproduc"My dream job is to work
in a chateau or castle in
tions ofIndians toys, games .
arid weavings handmade by
France or England and create
Spalding.
the displays and make the inSpalding also used her
terpretive plaques," Spalding .
said.
computer knowledge to create
an interactive, interpretive
Spalding, a 2002 Batavia
"Web site" about the
High School graduate and a
Potawatorni on a computer
student at the University of
disc.
Colorado in Boulder, is study"We tried to make it adapting history and philosophy.
This summer, she worked
able for the teacher," Spalding
said.
in the Gustafson Research
While still ill high school,
Center at Batavia's Depot
Museum. There, she created
Spalding worked on indexing
at the research center for
"Museum in a Box."a display
that will be used in Batavia el- Depot Museum curator Carla
Hill.
ementary school classrooms.
When Spalding returned to
Spalding's portable museum is a multi-media presen- Batavia this spring from her
freshman year in college, she
tation on the history and culreturned to the museum.
ture of the Potawatomi
Indians, who once lived in the
See MUSEUM;page 4
Fox RiverValley.
ByMARKFOSTER

J
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ABOVE: Spalding created examples of toys that
Potawatomi children would have used. BELOW:
Artifacts, such as arrowheads and stone axes, are
part of the exhibit.

Chronicle photo by Mark Foster

J~lia Spa~ding displays her "~useum in a Box" presentation on the history and culture of the Potawatomi Indians. The ma::~,\s
will be available for use by Batavia elementary school classrooms.'
,'-

"Carla said she had a
project for me," Spalding
said.
Chris Winter, who also is
on the staff at the Batavia
research center, said
'
Spalding worked on the
proj ect virtually without '
any supervision.
"She really took the
project and ran with it,"
Winter said.
Spalding began her research at Aurora
University's Schingoethe
Center, a library of Native
American history and
culture.
She also found plenty of
usable material at the
Batavia Public Library,
where she also worked this
summer.
"I got a lot of practice
researching," Spalding said.
"I learned that sometimes it
helps to look in the obvious
places. I waited a month
before I started looking
here."
Here meant the
Gustafson Center, which is

Bob Gerrard -

Chronicle photo staff

One of the games Spalding recreated for her exhibit included dice marked with different colors and animal illustrations on them.
filled with Batavia historical information maintained
by Hill, Winter, historian
Marilyn Robinson, museum
volunteers and the Batavia
Historical Society.

Batavia elementary students study Batavia history
in third grade, and the
Gustafson Center is a resource for them.
Hill said the Museum in

a Box program is going to
grow.
"This is meant to be a
series," Hill said. "We want
to create two boxes a year."
The topic for the'next
portable museum will be
limestone, and will look at
its creation by geologic
forces to how it was quarried in Batavia and used in
constructing homes and
buildings that stand in the
community today.
Hill said the demand
from schools to use the
Museum ina Box will be
high enough that a borrowing schedule will have to be
developed.
However, Spalding
hopes that her workwill be
useful to teachers and that
students will learn
something.
"I hope they learn
something about how the
,
Indian tribes weren't all the \'~
same," she said.
"The tribes had different cultures, ,and it's importimt for the students to
know who Was here before
them."
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Batavia Depot Museum 'hires' new stationmaster
Mannequin
donated
to train museum
By MARK FOSTER
Kane County Chronicle

BATAVIA- There once
again is a stationmaster at
the Batavia railroad depot.
Standing in the ticket
booth, he has a friendly look
on his face as he offers a railroad ticket to a visitor.
The .stationmaster
is a
mannequin, and he promises
to be a central attraction for
the new railroad history exhibit at the Depot Museum.
"It's a work in progress,"
said Carla Hill, museum director. "Our basic mission is
to tell Batavia's railroad history."
The exhibit is on track for
a grand opening in summer
2004, in time to commemorate the depot's 150th anniversary.
In 1854, the depot was
built at the southeast corner
of Webster and Van Buren
streets to serve passengers
and handle freight on the
Chicago,
Burlington
and
Quincy Railroad.
"It was a community
gathering spot," Hill said.
By the 1950s, the depot's
use for passenger traffic had

Robert Barcroft -

Chronicle photo staff

Carla Hill, Batavia Depot Museum director, discusses plans to install a permanent railroad history display on Friday at the downtown museum.

come to an end, but it continued to be used as a freight
office until 1966.
In 1969, a group of residents bought the station
building from the railroad to
use as a museum. However,
the land did not come with
the building.
The depot was moved to
its present home on Houston

Street next to the pond in
1973.
The museum has become
a popular attraction, featuring exhibits of the city's history and a 1907 railroad caboose parked next to the
building.
The railroad exhibit will
tell the story of the CB&Q,
which continues to operate a

freight line through Batavia,
along with the Chicago &
North Western Railroad that
passed the depot's current lo~
cation, and the Chicago,
Aurora & Elgin electric railroad that provided passenger
service from a station on the
east bank of the Fox River at
Wilson Street.
Many of the railroad ar-

tifacts are donated, including some from the estate
of the late Jerry Ruble, a
Batavia
resident
who
worked for the Norfolk &
Western Railroad.
The money for the purchase of the stationmaster.
mannequin was donated by
former Batavia resident Bea
Hodson, whose latehusband,
Charles, was the last Batavia
stationmaster.
On display will be railroad
timetables and other printed
items, along with a luggage
cart, a caboose stove and a
railroad bench.
The ticket booth is made
of wooden elements from the
original depot building, Hill
said ..
Ther.e are plans to set up a
telegraph as part of the exhibit, Hill said, in order to
provide people with a handson opportunity to experience
railroad history.
The exhibit already includes
the
wooden
"BATAVIA" sign tbat once
identified the station.
Featured is a photograph
that covers and entire wall,
showing a crowd of Batavians outside the station at
its location at Webster and
Van Buren in 1949, welcoming a steam locomotive that
was chugging into town to
commemorate the opening
in 1850 of the rail line between Batavia and Turner
Junction, today known as
West Chicago.
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Were We Ever Wrong?
Marilyn Robinson
One of the results of going global
S;;;:Jnour research is that people from all
over the world can evaluate our results.
For instance, in early August we received an E-mail from Dick Vermaas
in Holland. He wondered if we knew
what "Batavia" meant.
I replied that yes we did and
thanked him for his interest.
He wrote back, asking me what we
thought it meant.
I explained how we were named
after Batavia, New York, and all our
history as far back as we could research said that Batavia meant "Fair
Meadows."
He politely explained that in no way
could that be true. He spoke the Dutch
language and was a etymologist by
hobby and well aware that it did not
mean anything like meadow or fair.
Following
some hints that Mr.
Vermaas gave me, I searched the
internet and learned that Batavieren
or Bataven, were a German tribe from
the Chatten area. Under Roman pressure, they migrated to the middle of
II/hatis now The Netherlands between
~5
and 10 B. C. For many years,
Bataves formed the Imperial Guard in
Rome. In 69-70 A. D., they took part
in the Gallic uprising against the Romans under their famous leader Julius
(Claudius) Civilis.
The area in which the Bataves lived
formed a so-called Civitas, with the
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city Mijmegen as capital. In exchange
for military services, the Bataves were
exempted from paying taxes to the
Romans. After the 3rd Century A. D.,
there are no more records of the tribe.
They may have left the area together
with the Romans.
Thus, Batavia simply denotes a
tribe much as Illinois names a tribe of
Native Americans. Julia Spalding, our
summer intern, found an English to
Dutch dictionary on-line and confirmed that neither "fair" nor "meadow"
is "Batavia."
No one seems to know where our
definition started, but we must rewrite
our history thanks to the keen eye of
Mr. Vermaas. Julia, a graduate of
Batavia High School, suggests that
our home team should be the Warriors instead of the Bulldogs. Wouldn't
that be a wonderful game? A game
between the Batavia Warriors and the
Geneva Vikings?
Ed. note: What a coincidence! We had
just written a story, "Where Did We Get
Our Name?" for this issue, with the
same conclusion,
when Marilyn's
more interesting version arrived on our
desk. As we had written, we can say
with assurance that the source of our
city's name was Batavia, New York,
the town and surrounding area from
which many of our first settlers came.
Undoubtedly Batavias in other states
such as Ohio and Iowa can claim the
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Carla Hill, Director
It is hard to believe that summer is over and fall is here.
This summer we were very pleased to have Julia Spalding, a student at the
University of Colorado, intern with us. As part of her internship, Julia created an
index for the museum's photograph collection. She was also given the responsibility of creating the museums first "Museum In A Box" featuring the Indian tribes
of Kane County. Julia did an outstanding job on this project and was featured in
the Chronicle for her efforts (see enclosure). This box is the first of a series that
we hope to offer to local schools.
Our building, which was built in 1854, will celebrate its 150th birthday in 2004.
Chris Winter and I are working on a few special events that will take place next
summer and fall as part of the birthday celebration. We are also working on the
completion of a permanent railroad history display on the main floor of the mu"'seum. This display will feature many artifacts that we received from the Gerry
~i1uble
estate. We have received a donation of $1 ,000 from the Batavia Township
for the development of this display. We are very appreciative of all the donations
Continued on p. 8
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same origin. But it wasn't until we recently read Simon Winchester's book
Krakatoa: The Day the World Exploded: August 27, 1883, that we
found the original source of the name.
Speaking of Batavia, capital of the
Dutch East Indies (now Jakarta, Indonesia), which was near the cataclysmic eruption, he wrote: "The name
Batavia had a kind of easy, silky poetry to it. The Dutch, who were exceptionally proud of having created their
great administrative supercity for the
Orient from scratch -- a somewhat
less than altogether accurate claim,
as the equally proud Javanese are still
eager to point out -- liked to think of it
as their 'Queen of the East.'The choice
of the name was a nicely sentimental
notion. Batavia was the old name for
Holland, later the Netherlands more
generally, the Batavi having been a
tribe, first recognized by the Romans,
who inhabited a muddily fertile peninsula between the Rhine and the Waal,
a few miles south of what is now the
city of Utrecht."
Isn't it amazing that Marilyn and we
found the same answer at the same
time after years of our mistakenly
claiming that our city's name meant
"Fair Meadows"?

Peddlers and Beggars
Continued from p. 5

that the gypsies were helping themselves to chickens. They did nothing
to stop them .
One time one of the gypsy women
walked to our home holding a tiny, crying baby. She said the mother had no
milk. Papa gave them milk. The next
morning, Papa asked them to be on
their way. I did not want this colorful
family to leave. In the evenings, the
air was filled with their colorful style
of music.
Speaking to our police chief, I was
surprised to learn that gypsies pass
through this area nearly every year.
They glean a living by entering stores
and slyly taking what they need. They
are usually unnoticed by storekeepers; however, when reports of thefts
are made, police look for gypsy
camps. When found, they are usually
given the ultimatum to leave town immediately.
Some things never change,
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Major Research Find for Batavia
Revolutionary War Veteran

Buried in East Side Cemetery

HOW THINGS
HAVE CHANGED

Marilyn Robinson
The Gustafson Research Center and the
Kane County Genealogical Society often
cooperate when asked to find family information in response to website requests.
Recently, both groups helped James Wray
from Maryland with an ancestor, John
Gowdy, who is buried in our East Side
Cemetery.
After hearing from the genealogy society, Mr. Wray sent family information to
Linda Eder of that society. In reading this
new information, Linda discovered that Mr.
Gowdy is a veteran of the American Revolution. She contacted us immediately. This
is an important find for Batavia. Mr. Gowdy
is only the fourth such veteran identified
who is buried in Kane County.
Representatives
of the Genealogical
Society, the OAR, the city of Batavia, and
the Batavia Historical Society are meeting
to plan a celebration to commemorate Mr.
Gowdy and our finding him. He has a large
Grave of John Gowdy
memorial stone, but we will be trying to get
East Side Cemetery
a second one that identifies him as a veteran of the Revolutionary War. He enlisted before the Declaration of Independence was signed.
We are trying to find more about Mr. Gowdy, who came to Batavia in 1852 and
died here in 1854. It appears he may have been related to Mrs. Lawrence Barker,
a member of the family of quarry fame. If anyone knows anything about the Gowdy
family, please let us know at the Gustafson Research Center.

Continued from p. 7

that we have received. If anyone has
photographs or information on any of
the families that once lived in our depot, please contact Chris or me at the
museum.
As usual Chris has prepared another wonderful exhibit featuring photographs and information
on the
Batavia schools. This exhibit will remain in place until we close for the
winter season on November 21.
This year we will be offering the first
of another set of ornaments for the
museum. The series will focus on
buildings that are no longer standing
but are an important
part of our
community's history. The ornaments
will be made of brass and will come
in a box, which will give the history of
each building. The first ornament will
feature the old Batavia High School.
Chris and I are working on plans for
the Annual Volunteer Christmas Party,
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which will take place on December 9.
The museum has a wonderful staff of
volunteers, which we sincerely appreciate.
We will once again be hosting the
Lincoln Dinner Theater at the Lincoln
Inn on February 8. Max and Donna
Daniels, with Joe Essling as moderator, will be giving the performance.
The new winter hours for the
Gustafson Research Center starting
on November 21 and ending on March
8 will be Monday, Wednesday, and
Friday from 2:00-4:00 p.m. and Sundays by appointment only.
We are always looking for new volunteers. The Gustafson Research Center especially needs volunteers to help
visitors with research. Anyone who
would be interested in volunteering at
the museum or the research center can
call Kathy Fairbairn at 406-9041
Chris and Carla at the museum.

or
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They have
plenty from
of money
dowrT-d'
there and want to put on airs probably. On election day, by a vote of 186
to 73, Batavia, very sensibly refused
to adopt a city organization."
Batavia organized an archery club
in June. It was represented in the National Archery Association in Chicago
in August. In September it organized
a rifle club with J. L. McMasters as
president.
Batavia folks were getting up an excursion to Michigan City, Indiana, August 13. Fare for round trip, including
railroad and steamboat ride, and
dancing, $2.25.
Williams & Sons picked 300 cases
of strawberries from 3 acres in their
Batavia gardens.
"Batavia is the town to strike. It
claims 60 old maids and 80 widows.
The latter shows it to be a good town
for married men to die off in."
In October, the cornerstone of an
Episcopal Church was laid with imposing ceremonies. Bishop McLaren of
the Diocese was present, together with a number of clergymen. Tn
,\
church will cost about $9,000 and i~
the gift of John VanNortwick of the village. Daniel Collins of Batavia has
been awarded the contract to build the
new church.
In November, the West Side School
was closed because of a malignant
form of scarlet fever.
The Batavia Paper Manufacturing
Company was making 120 tons of paper per month. It was building an addition to its already extensive establishment. This mill headed the list of
Kane County's most thrifty and worthy industries.
The Batavia Red Ribbon Club was
taking steps toward establishing a
reading room in connection with their
club.
In 1878 and 1879, the U.S.W.E. &
Pump Company sent mills to Italy,
Egypt, Australia, Sandwich Islands,
Germany, Russia and other foreign
countries. The two mills to Egypt were
to elevate water from the Nile River
for irrigating purposes. These pumps
were connected by a walking beam

and could raise 3 barrels of water pE.~
stroke. By the fall of 1879, this company employed 90 men and had to
work nights to fill their orders.
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c. W. Shumway & Sons Foundry
"One of the jobs I had when I came
\I. ,ut oftohigh
John
~was
shut school;'
the water
off. continued,
They sent
me up into the tube to patch any holes
from the inside. It was a slimy mess
in there. I had to clean the intake from
the bowling alley out with a rake. We
wanted to clean the concrete out of
the tank but there was no way we
could get it out. It would have been
interesting to see.
"We had some gears that ran the line
shaft. One had wooden teeth and one
had cast iron teeth so they wouldn't
make too much noise. In the summer
time when the water got low, they had
some electric motors to run them.
"Back in the old cupola burning
days, It used to be something when
they poured off. It would light up the
whole town. All of the foundries in town
used to pour off every afternoon,and
there would be smoke all over town.
In 1970 the EPA got after us, and we
had to put new equipment in. But before we could install the new equipment that was sitting on the ground,
the EPA fined us $1,200 for noncompliance.
,
. "When my uncle Ray died, my dad
~ook
,over and formed a partnership
with my brother Chuck, myself, my two
sisters, and my brother David. Around
1956 we decided we either had to
specialize or get out of the foundry
business. So we specialized in precision iron casting, using a German process that we perfected and sold nationwide. I used to go out as a salesman and spend a whole week traveling. This process saved the work of
machining the mold. We made a lot of
molds that didn't need machining, and
that's when we made a lot of trophy
molds. When they asked us if we could
make a mold for the Oscars, we said
sure. It was quite a distinction to say
that we had our hand on that mold.
"After my two sisters and then my
brother Chuck retired in the late
1980s, David and I ran the business
until 1990 when I retired. I sold my
interest to my son Paul, and he and
David ran the business until David
retired about three years ago. Then
his son David took over his share."
~, What happened that forced the
~)hUmway
foundry to close after 131
years? One thing was how cheaply
the Chinese could produce castings.
As John said, "In this country, we have
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OSHA, pension
plans and high
wages; they get two dollars a week in
China. They produce castings in China
and machine them on the ship bringing them here. When the castings arrive, they cost about one fifth of what
they would if made here.
"Another thing that has hurt the
foundry industry is slab cast computers. They can take a chunk of steel,
put it on a machine, put the tape in
the computer, hit a button and machine the whole piece. If I have a pattern maker prepare a pattern and use
it to make a casting, we've got to polish it up. What buyers want today is
precision, plastic, polymer. Years ago,
a good deal of the weight of a car was
in the cast iron engine, the block.
Nowadays I think they use cast iron
only for the liners in the cylinders.
So, C. W. Shumway & Sons discon-

Continuedfromp.2

tinued operations early in 2003 -- after settling all its obligations, most
particularly including its employees'
pension plans. In closing his chapter
on the company, Mair wrote in 1988:
"[C. w.] died in 1913 at the age of 86,
but the business has prospered in the
hands of his descendants and it looks
as though there will be a Shumway's
making iron products for many years
to come." That was written just 15
years ago: it shows how uncertain are
the times in which we live.
Probably the end was inevitable but
it is sad -- for the family, for the remaining employees, and for the community of which Shumway's was an
important part for so many years.
Nothing, however, will take away the
impact that this family and its business
had on Batavia.

Our Holiday Potluck Dinner
Sunday, December 7 at 5 P.M.
Bethany Lutheran Church
Although you will receive a postcard reminder nearer the date of our popular
Holiday Potluck Dinner, you should put the date on your calendar now. For many,
this is the highlight of our annual functions.
Please bring a dish to pass - if you have a favorite Swedish dish, consider
bringing that along with your recipe for Carole Dunn. She is working on a cookbook with collections from the wonderful dishes that are served.
You will also need to bring your table service (plate, silverware). Swedish meatballs, rolls, and coffee will be provided.
Our musical program will be provided by the Fox Valley Swedish Children's
Choir.

We Continue to Grow
Since the last issue, the following persons have become life members: Gregory A. Burnham (WA - a gift from Ruth Burnham) and Dr. and Mrs. Robert E.
Lee, Batavia. Other new members (from Batavia unless otherwise noted) are
Douglas Andrews (a gift from B. Rhodes), Jeanne Bailey (CA - a gift from Robert
C. Johnson, CA), David Hrycewicz, Kathryn Kehoe, Denise Leadabrand (TX - a
gift from Carole Clark), Elna Miner, Stephen and Laura Newman (a gift from Bill
and Barbara Hall), Katherine Symons (North Aurora), and Joan and David Webster
(GA - a gift from Gregory Burnham).
We welcome these new members and encourage them to participate in the
affairs of the society.

Gifts in Memory of Lillian Horton
The following persons have sent us gifts in memory of Lillian Horton: Van M.
and Mary Kay Adkisson (Roseville, IL), Nancy L. Cruse ((Bloomington, IL), Charles
M. and Beth A. Edwards (LaGrange Park, IL), Leroy F. and Helen M. Gillen
(Monmouth IL), Catherine Grant (Roseville, IL), Janet and Leroy E. Hammond
(Monmouth, IL), Keith and Gwendolyn Heaton (Roseville, IL), Janelle and George
M. Hennefent (Roseville, IL), Paull R. Safransky (Batavia), Duane and Terecia K.
Torrance (Macomb, IL), Susan and Jan J. Van Arsdale (Rosevillie, IL), and Chuck
and Doris Vaughn (Stronghurst, IL).
We appreicate these gifts and assure the donors that they will be used carefully in the mission of the society and museum.
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Batavia Historical Society lVIembership
2004
Name
Address

_

City

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

State

_

Zip

Dues Structure:
Individual

$10,00

Joint/Family
Junior

$15.00

Mail to:
Treasurer

$2.00

Classroom

$5,00

Life (each)

$100.00

Life (family)
Business or Institution

$150.00

Business or Institution Life

$150.00

Batavia Historical Society
P.O. Box 14
Batavia, Illinois 60510

$20.00

o

This membership is being given as a gift

Prompt payment of dues is appreciated!

a separate sheet if you do not want to clip the above form.

• You may put your name, address, and membership category on

• If you would like to give a membership as a gift, send the above information and dues to the Society and indicate in the box
above that it is to be a gift. The gift membership card will be mailed to you so that you may enclose it with a personal card or notE'
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